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Calloway County has joined the city
of Murrain vying for federal money to
upgrade housing locally under U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development's community develop-
ment block grant program.
A Calloway County application calls
for upgrading housing in the Dexter-
Alin° area while Murray's application
alms at the Douglas area of the city.
According to Gale Readel, an ad-
ministrative assistant to Calloway
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller, the county is applying for up to
$500,000, while the city of Murray is
going after just under $1 million, ac-
cording to Steve lea, city planner.
County officials plan a public meeting
geared toward "formulation and
subsequent finalization of the preap-
plication request" at Dexter Com-
munity Center Jan. 3, according to an
advertisement that appears in today's
classified sectikn.
Ms. Readel sard-ifthe county receives
the grant money, funds from it will go
toward housing rehabilitation including
making some energy efficient. County
officials are in the process now of
surveying the area outlined in the grant
application, Ms.. Readel said.
HUD okayed a $285,000 community
development for Hazel last year and
that program is now underway.
lea said the city of Murray has a
citizen's participation plan and has
conducted one public hearing thus far
related to the city's application.
_. Another public hearing is expected in
mid-January.
_ Zell said if the city is funded, the
money will go to rehabilitate housing in
the Douglas area of the city, improve
streets, water lines and sidewalks.
The HUD grants are 100 percent
funding and are offered to cities and





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Thousands of Kentuckians have bought
automobile insurance and more than.
4,000 have received traffic tickeessince
the state's insurance .seiciter_ law _went_  
is*'4ect earlier this year.
But a state insurance official said
Thursday that early indications Ire
that courts are being lenient on persons
cited under the law.
"I do think the coeds are not being as
tough. ..as the legislators had in mind,"
said Chuck &idler, deputy insurance
commissioner.  
The jaw requires that a motorist
display a sticker printed by the state
and issued by his insurance company as
proof that he has liability insurance.
Despite a requirement that a petion's
license plate be lifted for at least 30
days after a violation of the law, and
despite the large number of citations
across the state, 7,eidler's office has
received only 43 license tags.
Meanwhile, many people across
Kentucky have another kind of sticker
" to worry about. It's the decal that shows
they've renewed their license plates.
Under a new state law providing for
staggered purchase of automobile
license tags, thousands of automobiles
either purchased or brought into thee
state last January will be required to
have renewed license tags as of Mon-
day. '
"We anticipate a few problems," said
Q.B. Arnold, state commissioner of
motor vehicle regulation, "because
•, people in Kentucky always think about
getting new license plates in
February.7
Reviews Transit System Dilemma
Council OkaysCity Sticker Rate Increase
An ordinance increasing the cost of
city stickers for automobiles from $10
to $15 per year was enacted by the
Murray Common Council Thursday.
The ordinance also sets the price of
stickers for vehicles weighing greater
than 1/2 tons at $20 and the license tax
for motorcycles, motorbikes and motor
scooters at $3 per year.
The ordinance was approved prior to
the council's okay of a resolution set-
ting salaries for city employees for the
coming year.
The city sticker increase has been
tied to the wage Increase for city em-
ployees. It is estimated that The $5 in-
crease in the sticker price will bring in
$40,000 in additional funds during 1979,
which will provide seven percent pay
hikes for city employees.
All city residents who own a vehicle
and all non-city residents who work
within the city and drive vehicles to
their jobs are required to purchise the
vehicle license.
Transit Syptem Studied
The council heard a report from
Randy Gnau of the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Transportation concerning the
operation of the Murray Transit
System.
Gnau listed six alternatives the city
could adopt to continue the operation of
the system, which is faced with a crisis
due to a cutback in the county's allot-
ment of federal CETA workers.
Gnau said that federal funds to assist
the program should become Eiv a de b le
within two to three months but that
guidelines for applying for those funds
have not yet been finalized.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley told the
council that the system could continue
to operate, with the city providing, the
administration including office space
and telephoneii, If the judge (Calloway
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller) sees fit to furnish CETA
workers for driving and dispatching."
Among the alte'fndtives discussed
were a demand-response system, under
which service would be provided on a
call-in lapis rather than regular routes;
a reduced level of service — possibly
running the buses only three days a
week; and a fixed route system.
If the council decides to continue
operation of the systeen,, DOT will
develop a plan for the system from one
of the alternatives or a combination of
the alternatives. •
Revenue Sharing Budget -
The council approved a bedget—
outlining uses for federal revenue
sharing funds for the coming year. The
city is expected to receive $312,000
,diu-ing 1979 which will be added to
$113,000 in a trust fund account for a
total of $424,000.
The major portion of the fund is
earmarked for fire department salaries
($180,000) and capital improvements
($100,000).
The capital improvement project is
the new city maintenance garage which
has been estimated to cost $170,000 plus
furnishings and equipment. '
The remaining portion of the fund will
go to: street lights, $60,000; fire
hydrants, $18,000; ambulance service
subsidy, $30,000; police cars, $24,000;
and public safety, $13,000.
Ward Change Discussed
No decision was reached on a
recommendation from council member
Marshall Jones that the two present
city voting wards be combined into one
ward for the election of the 12 city
council members.
Jones, who chaired a citizens corn-
mittee in 1972 that recommended at the
time a four-ward structure for the city,
told the council that he has since
rethought the matter and feels that an
at large election for the 12 council seats
would be better.
Jones explained that preeeptly all
residents of the city, whether they live
in Ward A or Ward B (Main.Street is the
dividing line) can vote for six can-
didates in each of the wards -2 in effect
all 12 council seats.
"I think the 12 who get the most votes
should be allowed to run for City
Council," Jones said, pointing out that
under the current system only the top
six vote-getters in each ward are
nominated in the primaries.
Gifts Await 'First'
Calloway Ceunty's hest baby of 1979 and his or her parents have many gifts in
store for them. •
Prizes for the baby include a silverplated baby bank from Allison's Cards te
Gifts; a $10 gift certificate from the baby department of Scott's Drugs; a'sixth
month baby picture from Curtis & Mays Studio; a gift from Big K; a $20 saeings
account from Security Federal Savings & Loan Associationf one case of baby
larnittliefrorathe Pharmaor "three •casee of baby food from Rig John's;
and 10 silver dollars from the Peoples Bank.
Other baby gifts are a silverplated cup and educator spoon and fork from
Lindsey's Jewelry; a gift certificate from the Step Ladder; $10 worth of mer-
chandise from Roses; first pair of baby shoes from Ryan's Shoe Store; a
savings account at the Bank of Murray; one case of Gerber Strained baby food
from Kroger; a baby sleeper from the National Store; .iegift from P. N. Hirsch
& Co.; and a $15 gift certificate from Storey's Food Giant.
Parents of the childwill receive a 10 piece chicken box from Burger Queen;
two catfish dinners from Captain D's; and two dinners of theirchoice from the
Sonic.
The winning baby must be horn in this county, and his or her parents must be
residents of this county.- The eiract time of birth must be certified by the at-
tending physician, and parents must apply to the Murray Ledger & Times to
receive prizes. In the event of a tie on the time of birth, prizes will be awarded to
the first applicant.
At Least Ten Dead
In Portland Crash
' PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
Passengers on a United Air Lines DC-8
were warned to "hunker over" and
brace for a crash before the jetliner
slashed through trees and flattened two
unoccupied homes. At least 10 persons
died.
Two other bodies may still be trapped
in the wreckage of Flight 173 from New
York and Denver 'which carried 177
passengers and a crew of eight, ,a fire
district spokesman said after the
Thursday night crash.
"Mayday mayday. The engines art,
.flaming out. We're going down. Were
r riot going to make the airport," the pilot
said in his last transmission to the
tower. The conversation was recorded
by a ham radio operator.
The -airliner bounced and skidded
• through a vacant lot, into a house and
*crafts busy street, crushing a second
'house as it came to rest in a• clump of fir
See CRASH,
Page 14, Column 5
Councilman Dave Willis objected to
the proposal saying such a system
could coneeivably allow all 12 members
of the council to be elected from the
same area of the city.
Willis indicated that he feels a cress-
section of city residents should be
represented on the council in order to
adequately serve all the citizens of the
community.
The council decided to await a report
from city attorney. Bill Phillips con-
cerning the legal ramifications of a
ward change and data from a Murray
State University class that is expected
to conduct a city census in early 1979




In other business, the council:
— Approved on final reading an or-
dinance setting the speed limit on N.
16th Street from Main to Chestnut at 25
m.p.h..
— Approved a recommendation that
the counctraoin with the Kentucky
Municipal League's pool plan for work-
man's compensation insurance for city
workers.
— Approved a resolution honoring I.
H. Key, a long-time member of the
Planning Commission and civil ser-
vant, for his many years of service to
the community.
— Approved the appointment of Jack




Mayor Henley advised the council of
a letter and a check he had received
from H. M. (Bunk ) Scarbrough.
Scarbrough returned the check
amounting to some $58 to the city
saying he feels any citizen of the
community should be willing to donate
one hour dl his time per month to
community service.
The $58 paymead was for Scar-
brough's service on the Murray
Housing Commission.
Henley also related another letter
received by the city from Rue Overbey,
a local resident, who praised the mayor
and council members for the good job
they are doing in running the city.
*
DEDICATE TRUCK — Members of Calloway County fire-Rescue Squad formally dedicated their new fire truck to
Rosie Jones in memory of her husband the late Preston Jones recently. Members gave her a bouquet of flowers.
Standing with her (from left) are squad members Jerry Edwards, Ronnie Barnett, Floyd Garland, Max Dowdy, chief,
Kenny Collins and Mark Kirk. Mrs Jones is an honorary member of the squad
Photo sy eodger• maim
Suspects So- tight In Robbery
Attempt Here; Nothing Taken
Murray Police today are looking for
two robbery suspects who attempted to
hold up a Murray man on a grocery
store parking lot Thursday night:
• A police spokearrian identified the
- victim ea Dave Bushing; 516S:1th St. TA-
Murray.
The seiteesman said two men, one"
black and one white, confronted
Rushing in the parking lot of Big Johns
on South 12th St., pulled a knife,
demanded money, but got nothing in
their holdup attempt:
Police are investigating a burglary at
Boyd's Auto Repair, 209 S. 7th, in which
$500 worth of tool boxes, assorted tools
and four wire hubs were • reported
taken.
According_ to the spokownareaa?eoe --
-lire also investigating the theft of a
battery from a Parker Poprorn truck
and four hubcaps from an auto
belonging to Richard Blalock, 1515
Chaucer, parked at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Other police investigations include
the -theft of an estimated $583 taken
from the home of Stanley Henry, 522
Bordenkircher Will Help
Campaign, Lewis States
While campaigning in Calloway
County today, Richards; H. Lewis of
Benton, Democratic -candidate for
lieutenant governor, said that Ken-
tucky 9tate Penitentiary superin-
tendent Donald Borderedrcher,"will not
only assist us in our organizational
structure but will - bring to our cam-
tlaign great expertise in law en-
forcement." ; „-
Lewis recently appointed Bor-
denkircher, who will resign his present
post on Jan. 15, as his campaign ad-
ministrative manager. The candidate
went on to say that criminal justice will
make up an important part of his
campaign platform. "We are all con-
cerned about the economy, but without
law and order, there will be no
economy."
During the visit, Lewis mentioned his
close association with Calloway
County. "Not only do I live in a neigh-
boring county, but my wife hal many
relatives here," he said-
Swearing-In Set For
City Board Members
Doh Henry, Tom Rushing and Bill
Adams will be sworn in during a special
called meeting of Murray Board of
, Education Jan. 2.
That meeting is expected to begin at
5:15 p.m., according to an agenda.
School board members are also
expected elect officers for the coming
year. Henry is the current chairman.
Broad, a metal detector from Farley W
Robbins' car parked at McDcsiakl's
and a burglary at Douglas Community
Center.
.-Poltee-ereieseis:tigating--a nuntixe of-
hubcap theft reports here — 'Jo Ann
Edwards at Big K parking lot, Marilyn
• Fagan at Roses parking lot, Marshall
Garland at Southside Manor parking lot
and Jane Brandon from the parking lot
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Estimated value of all" the hubcaps
totaled some $900.
today's index -
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cloudy
'Increasing. cloudiness this
afternoon with slight chance for
rain showers by late afternoon.
Mild with highs in the low to mid
50s. Cloudy tonight ttiru Saturday
with rain likely. Lows tonight in
the low 40s. Highs Saturday in the
mid to upper 40s.
Many May Long•For Good Old Days With New Social Security Taxes
WASHIXGTON (AP) — With 107
million Americans facing another in-
crease in Social Security ...taxes next,
week, many may long for the good old
days — in 1970, for example, when the
maximum tax for any worker was $374.
The Maximum tax next year will be
$1,404, up $333 from 1978. And by 1987 it
will climb to $3,003. In every case, the
worker's tap is matched by the etre
ployer.
That $374 maxinititn- tax for 1970
sounas good. But the maximum
monthly Social Security poneion for a
65-year-old worker retiring in 1970 was
wig $190. In 1979 the top will be $490 -
intbition-proof and-tax-free — and by
19V, around $800.
For most workers, the t979 -Cal in-
crease _will be nowhere near the $333
maximum; which will be paid only by
those with incomes of at least $22,900.
Also, an income tax cut that takes ef-
fect Jan. 1 will, in most cases; cancel,
out the sting of the-.Social Security ax
increase.
Here are examples of how the Social
Security tax increases and the
estimated income tax cuts will wock -at
various income levels: •
— A worker earn rig $8,000 in 1979
will pay Social Security tares Totalling
490 — Peer 12 cents a week: more then
in 1978. If that worker is single and has
deductions of about 23 per cent of in-
come, he or she will get an income tax
-cut of 'bout -$23; I thS'iveriw is
married and has one child, the cut, is
$49.
— at $10,000 income, the Social
Security tax will total $613, up ea, or 1 5
cents a week. The income tax cut .weeld
be $22 for a single person; $86 for the
family of three.
1 — The $15,000 worker will pay $920 to
Social Security, an increase of $12, or 23
cents a week. If single, the worker's
income tax cut would be $79; the family
of three would get $72. or
-- At $20,000, the tax totals $1,226, up
$155, or $2.98 SA week. The single worker,
will. pay $117 less in income tax; the
.worker in a.three-member family will
get a $145 tax cut.
Only Those workers earning $22,900 or
more a year will. pay. the maximum
$1.404. That is $333, or $8.40- a week,
above the 1978 Social Security tax The
Income tax cut will offset at least a part
of the Increase. 'However, the J1,404
figure would be doubled to $2,808 for a
married couple in which the husband
and wife each earns $22,900 or more.
At $25,000, for example, a single
worker will get a $146 reduction in in-
come taxes; the three-member family
will net a $219 reduction. Persons or
families with incomes ' of $40,000 or
more will get a tax eut of $350 or more
— completely wiping out the Social
Security tax increase. -
The maximum Social Security tax
increase of $6.40 a week will seem
greater to those who have to pay it
because oethe Way the tax is withheld.
The 1978 tax was 605 per cent of the
first $17,700 earned. Mere than 15 per
cent of works covered by Social
Security earned less than $17,700 and,
thus, had Social Security taxet 'withheld
from every paycheck they received
throughout the year.
A ,worker who earned more than
$17,700 received one or more checks
near the end of the year from which
little or no Social Security tax was
deducted.
For example, a $20,000 earner had
about $22.79 deducted from each weekly
paycheck. After 47 weeks, the full
maximum fax of $1,071 had been paid.
Ea6h of the worker's last five
paychecks of the year was $22.79 feed'
because the deduction had stopped. •
But starting with itie first check in
January, the deductiort will resume --
and it will be larger-thine hi 1.78.--In-
1979, the tax will be 6.13 per cent and
will be collectedNon the first $22,900 of -
earnings rattir than on the firsc
$17,700.
' The $20,000 worker will pay $23.60 a
week — every 'week of the year.
There'll be no 'lax holiday" at the end
of the year. —
. 
The $25,000 earner paid roughly $29.10
for each of the first 37 weeks-of 1978 and
then paid no Social Security tax for the
next 15 weeks.
Starlit* with the first check -in
January, that worker will pay about
929,49 for each of the first 48 weeks. The
"taxlioliday" in 1e79 will be only four
weeks.
-- Ref there -tax hell ys" are
enjoyed only by those whose arnings-
exceed the maximum wage bject to -
Social Security taxes. .
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Wrong foot about lecithin
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
•
DEAR DR IAMB -1I
.
read your column about the
intelligent lady who uses
lecithin I think you owe her
an apology for telling her
that lecithin doesn't contain
inositol and B vitamins.
There are lecithin products
that are sold that prove you
are wrong. I'm sending
along some ads for them.
DEAR READER --- 'Well,
your first misstatement is
that the person who wrote
was an intelligent lady -
that was no lady, that was a
man From there the rest of
your remarks are all down-
hill but they emphasize" a
fundamental error in judg-
ment in how people interpret
labels on health food prod-
ucts.
You can buy preparations
that contain lecithin plus
vitamins and even minerals.
You can also buy milk that
contains chocolate, called
chocolate milk, but that
doesn't mean cows give
chocolate milk.
You can buy whole grain
flour and it contains a lot of
starch. Starch is made from
combining glucose molec,..._
ules. The whole grain flour
also contains important vita-.
nuns and bran for bulk -
but that doesn't mean pure
starch‘made from glucose
contains either important vi-
tamins or bran. That is why
refined flour ,has vitamins
added to it to enrich it.
If one followed your logic
that because a soybean
product 'contains lecithin
and other substances that
means lecithin contains vita-
nun B ahd inositol, one
would also assume that
starch contains vitamins,
bulk and minerals. Obvious-
ly, you are off on the wrong
foot.
Let me give you another
simple example. Pure so-
dium chloride salt contains
only sodium and chloride.
That's all. It contains no
iodine. In fact, since you are
from Kansas, you might be
interested to know that it
was once a goiter belt be-
cause salt from that area
was deficient in iodine.
Now iodine is added to
sodium chloride before it is
sold to prevent this problem,
onless of course the source
of sodium salt already has
iodine added to it. The fact
that you buy iodized salt
does not mean that sodium
Mrs. Maurice Crouse Has
UMW Meeting At Her Home
The United Methodist
Women of the Coles , Camp
Ground Church held then'
regular mcnthly meeting on




Methodist Church Women met
Thursday, Dec. 14, at 8:30
st the Triangle Inn for a
dinner meeting.
:biascy
charge of the program and
read a poem entitled "if Jesus
Came To Your House." The
scripture from Luke 1:26-35
and 2:4-7 was read by June
Glass.
Also assisting in the
program were Lucille Potts
who read "The Crowded Inn,"
and Estelle Adams who read
"The Christmas Beatitudes."
Evelyn Bailey led the closing
'prayer.
- Gifts- were exchanged
following the meal and the
progran.
the home of Mrs. Maurice
Crouse.
Mrs. Fred French gave the
devotion.
The special holiday
program was presented by
Miss Donna Rhodes of Paris,
Tenn., who is . district
president of the UMW. Plans
were made to deliver baskets
to the shutins. The closing
prayer. was led by the Rev.
French.
frh-loxide containsNow; recithin is a well-
defined chemical compound.
It is made up of fat t trtgly-




in a number of food products
and one is soybeans. Such
food and some prepared
products contain other sub-
stances. Protein naturally'
occurs in soybeans. But that
doesn't mean lecithin con-
tains proteins either.
I'd like to make you happy
but there is no way I can
alter basic scientific facts to
please you. Cows don't give
chocolate milk. The sun
doesn't come up in the West
Sodium chloride doesn't con-
tain iodine, but it can be
added.
Refreshments were served
during thesoeial hour. --
Those present were Mrs.
Homer Fred Williams, Mrs.
Charlie Lassiter, Mrs. Kieth
Letterman, Mrs. Marvin--
'Scott, Mrs. Austelle Crouse,
Mrs. Trellis McCuiston, Mrs.
Raymond Wrather, Mrs.
Boyce Norman, Mrs. Fred
French, Mrs. Maurice Crouse,
and the Rev. French.
Visitors present were Miss
Rhodes and her mother, Mrs.
Rhodes of Paris, Tenn.
The next regular meeting
will be held Tuesday, Jan. 16,
at 7 p.m.
Starch doesn't contain vi-
tamins or minerals and lec-
ithin is lecithin. It is not a
vitamin and it doesn't con-
tain any vitamins' - al-
though food products that
contain lecithin may contain
both lecithin and whatever
nature or someone else add-
ed.
To round out your knowl-
edge about some fads, I'd
send you The Health Letter
number 4-12 on Vitamin-E:
Miracle Or Myth, but I'm
afraid you are not ready for
it. Other readers who would
like to know the facts can
send 50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
VIEWS ON CHILDREN
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) -
Loss of freedom was the most
often mentioned disadvantage
of having children, while most
frequently bated_ advliptag.es in
a University of Michigan sur-
vey were "love and affection
and the feeling of being a fami-,
ly," "stimulation and fun,"
--Itexpansion of self" and "hay
lag someone to carry on after
you have gone."
The findings were reported
by Lois Hoffman and Jean
Monis, researchers with Survey
Research Center, a unit of the
U-M Institute for Social Re-
search. They interviewed more
than 1,500 married women be-
tween the ages of 15 and 39 and
the husbands of about a third of
the women.
Your Individual (*.
(w. Horoscope  Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY
DECEMBER 30, 1178
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign. ae
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr.19) 144 42!','
You can make valuable
career gains now, despite the
reservations of others. Resist
the temptation to tell someone
off.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
If you're concerned about a
child's educational progress.
now's the time to investigate
new schools or to talk with
advisers. Protect health.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You may abruptly call off a
planned entertainment in
order to tackle either a
business or domestic
responsibility at which you'll
succeed.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 6(2)
If a close one brings up a
touchy topic, try to be
cooperative, as together you'll
find a solution. The accent is
on romance.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 412
Post-holiday sales should
offer you a bargain for the
house. A family member may
come to your rescue with
financial aid.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Unexpected news may bring
unexpected pleasure. Children
arid other loved ones will
appreciate your concern for
them now.
LIBRA 
JiLri(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
The accent is on the family
unit now. An alder relative
may come up with a solution
to a problem_ that'sygxed  
for some time now.
SCORPIO.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ntel*
Others are especially
receptive to your views now.
Don't spoil this beautiful
occasion with an unkind ward.
Get in touch with old friends.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) - )1ege0
You should have sufficient
funds or financial backing now
n4
brings you benefits in the
social sphere as well as
friends who'll help you with
your problems. Be resolute.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Confidential activities are
the key to business progress
now. Career gams possible
through keeping a low profile
and private maneuvers.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Investigate new ideas, but
stick to tried-and-true
methods for your best success.
Social life is hectic, but
satisfying.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
flair for words, but are
somewhat fixed in your
opinions. Your desire to have
others understand your
viewpoint can lead you into
such fields as teaching,
writing, and law. In business,
you are attracted to oc-
cupations where salesman-
ship is a factor. Not overly
fond of hard work,-you have to
overcome a tendency to be
lazy. Your scope widens with a
sense of moral purpose and a
willingness to assume
responsiblilty for others.
Then, politics, civic reform,
and occupations which
provide a service to the public
are open to you. Birthdate of:
Rudyard Kipling, author;
Paul Bowles, diplomat; and
Sandy Koufax, baseball star.
to go ahead with a Iona Paschall, Laura Jennings,
Dorothy Group Of
Mr Holds Meet At
Hogancamp Home
Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp
opened her home for the
potluck luncheon held on
Tuesday, Dec. 5, by the
Dorothy Group of the First
Baptist Church Women.
Before going to the
Hogancamp home, the group
visited the Fern Terrace
Lodge to present a programi of
songs led by Mrs. G. M.
Knight and Mrs. Hugh Not-
fsinger.
The Week of Prayer for
Foreign Missions. -program




Eugene Tarry, Lloyd Jaeits,
Hugh Oakley, Hillard Rogers,
James C. Williams, Brent
Outland, Noffsinger, Knight,




At Lodge Hall -
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met on Tuesday, Dec. 19, at 7
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Lana Lasater, worthy ad-




Thorn, Trisha Clark, Lana
Lasater, Mary Ann Gordon,
Lee Stacey, Angie Thweatt,
MR. AND MRS. MELVIE (SKIP) ROGERS are now 
Veronica West, Michelle Cook,
-residing at J. de J. Apartments, Apt. 19, Murray, after their Ilasseltine Class marriage on Saturday, Dec. 9, at 4 p.m. 
and Tim Bogard.
Adults prieient were Max
The wedding vows were read at the home of the groom's 
and Marily Weatherford,
sister, Mrs. Tom Gradisher and Mr. Gradisher, 114 North 
n 
Has Dinner; M Theet 14th Street, Murray. e Rev. Dr. Jerrell White officiated at dsor, and Joe and Sybil
lute Hutson, Barbara Win-
the ceremony read at the improvised altar in front of the 
4t Krewson Home decorated fireplace. Following the close of theAttendants for the couple were Ms. Debbie Hopper, sister 
Lasater.
The Ann Hasseitine Sunday of the bride', and Dan Adams. 
meeting the ,group held a
Murray Route 6, and is employed by the Murray Ledger & 
holiday party with an ex-
School Class of the Memorial The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lendon Nance of change of gifts. RefreshmentsBaptist Church met Monday, were served.
Dec. 11, a(Jerry's Restaurant Times. The groom, the son of Mrs. Eulala Warren of Murray The, next meeting will be
- 
and.Delbert
titI -aRCiger-4rdens of1"444j44.at4he-MitwitY"- -,---eid at th
Td Ji1PJTh
elodgeAftet "the   the group
went to the home of Opha
Krewson for the program andNe
exchange of gifts. 'Retro Look' Should Appeal Tote
"What Christmas Is" was
singing was held. '
the subject of the program led 
Everyone As Fashion Scene Changes
T;
by Zella Covin Group gton. upr
The eleven members
present were Pauline Wain-
scott, Willie Garland, Modelle
Miller, Lottie Gibson, Maggie
delayed business venture. If _opal_  Reecs., ietirria-mt.N-eety-,net, seek same. -, CAPRICORN Geneva Belcher, Opha
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ltiW' --




The world of fashion and
makeup is changing direction
abruptly in 1979 by em-
phasizing a structured
elegance which is essentially
an updated interpretation of
the fashions of the -good old
days." ,
According to Nina Ansley,
Well Help You Celebrate Me New Year!
Now Showing
7:20, 9:40 & 2:30 Sat., Sun. 1
It takes someone wry special to help you forget-
someone wry special.
4. -ms"'"P-
1 Da lijC, RYAN O'NEll CAN.DICEBERGIN
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SUSPENSE THAT REACHES
THE HIGHEST RANK.
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fashion coordinator for Merle
Norman Cosmetics, the new
"Retro Look" should appeal to
everyone who has grown
bored with. the 'unstructured
clothes and the baggy, layered
look of 1978. The lovely ladies
of the silver screen with their
fabulous sense of style are
crying out for release after,
almost three decades in exile.
The curreat disco craze with
its glittery, sexy dance
costumes reflects in a
somewhat exaggerated way
the widespread longing for
some sense *of glamour, she.
believes.
"The natural look has had
its day simply because it is not
harmonious with the current
fashion trend," explains
Ansley. "The new Retro Look
calls for glamow and drama,
which means we will be seeing
a bolder, more sophisticated
treatment in makeup with
strong influences of the 30's,
40's and 50's."
The fall designer collections
from France, Italy and New
York's Seventh Avenue an-
nounced. the new look, of
elegance. During the
Christmas season we can
expect to see , trend-sttting
women at parties wearing
black dresses with pearls,
wide, padded shoulders,
tightly cinched belts, veiled
cocktail hats, back-seamed
sheer vamp stockings and
strippy sandals with three-
inch heels and pointed toes,
the Merle Norman consultant
predicts.
"These new fashions call for
paler complexions, with
velvety matte finishes and
more focus on lip colors -
more of a Carole. Lombard
iook," says Ansley. "There
will be far less color on the
eyelids with more eyeliner
and mascara applied • in a
manner reminiscent of the
'doe eyes' of the 50's. There
will also be, less color in
blushers, with new shades
used more for contouring and
highlighting to bring out the
Interesting features of a
woman's face."
"Watch for more interplay
between matte and iridescent
finishes, both in makeup and
fashion. Expect, to see dif-
ferent kinds of lip and nail
gloss with rich, vibrant, light-
filled colors - almost stained.
glass colors: The coming year
promises to be an exciting
time for women to make up










plagued Mankind a century
or two ago. Today we face a
threat from the new
diseases which reflect the
stresses and strains of
modern living. These
strains have an effect on
our bodies and on owner.
vous systems. . -- -
Moreover, our modern
society is now facing new
problems in the form of
"iatrogenic diseases"...di-
sorders of the body brought
on by the side effects of
drugs and other therap37.
Chiropractic is the scien-
ce that cures without resor-
ting to the use of drugs. It
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DEAR T. C. B.: Thanks to you and the many others who
wrote to tell me about the tongue-brushing technique. One
generous reader even sent me a silver tongue-scraper.
DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote to say that her husband,
much-admired„successful merchant, pockets part of his in-
come daily so he won't have to pay income tax on it. She ask-
ed if it was-a serious offente, and what would happen-to him
if he were caught.
You rightfully ,told her that it Was indeed a serious of-
fense, and he could-be fined or jailed or both. But-you didn't
go far enough. You should have told her that if she signs a
joint federal income tax return with her husband, she is
equally guilty of fraud, and therefore is subject to the same
penalty.
W.H.S., CPA.: NAPLES, FLA.




DEAR ABBY: Concerning Die woman who falsified her
age on her driver's license and was afraid to apply for Social
Securitir benefits:
In applying for Social Security benefits, all she must do is
submit her birth certificate and her Social Security card.
She doesn't need her driver's license, to apply for benefits.
She need not fear-any repercussions, as the Social Security
office is prohibited from passing her date. of birth to the -
state DMV under the Federal Privacy Act- (or Law) of 1974.
Under that Act, her, date of birth and other information
about her cannot-be released to anyone-including her-trus-
band! 
. .
If she doesn't want her SS checks sent to her home, she
can either rent a post office box or have her checks
deposited directly to her bank account. '4
Tell her not to be afraid to discuss her problem with the
people at her Social Security office. We've heard
everything!
Dixieland Center
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Friday, December 21
Purchase Players of
layfield and WYMC Radio
ill sponsor a holiday disco at
le American Legion,
tayfield, from 8 p.m. to
udiught.
'Shopping for senior citizens
to ride the van will be held.
'ersons may call 753-0929 for
-ansportation.
Events Listed- For Community Calendar
Saturday, December 39
New Year's Eve Dance will
be held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
the Murray Country Club with
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Poston as
chairmen, assisted by Mary
Jane Jackson, Messrs and
Mesdames Ted Billington, Bill
Furgerson, Charles Walston,
Jorge Garratazu, Buddy
Valentine, and Dick Hutson.
'Deco' e AM)
By Abigail Van Buren
Earrings Pierce
Hubby's Alibi
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married three
years. (No kids.) We lived together for two years before we
made it legal. so we're not exactly strangers, right?
I thought we bad a pretty solid marriage. My only com-
plaint was that our sex lit e seemed to be going downhill. (He
was always too tired.)
My mother, who lives 400 miles away, phoned to say that
my father had suddenly become very ill, so I went to be with
' her for a week. On returning home I found a pair of earrings
for pierced ears on the nightstand beside our bed!
I showed them to my husband and demanded an explana-
tion. He swore e had never seen them before, and said he
had no idea how they got there. What should I do?
MY SIGN IS LEO
DEAR LEO: Don't hassle your husband about it. Just
keep your eyes open for a woman with two extra holes in
her head.
DEAR ABBY: Someone asked how to cure bad breath.
Everyone knows that regularly brushing the teeth, flossing
and gargling with mouthwash are standard procedures, but I
wonder how many have heard of brushing the TONGUE?
Dental microbiologists have known for 'years that bad
breath can be caused by bacteria which accumulate on the
tongue. Therefore, unless the tongue is cleaned regularly.
Saturday, December 3$
Almo Heights Church of
Jesus Christ will hear the Rev.
Irby Reed at 6 p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
This will be the New Year's
Eve dance.
...Murray Branch of the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints will hold
groundbreaking ceremonies
for the new chapel on South
16th Street near Cardinal
Drive at 3 p.m.
Sunday, December 31
New Year's Eve Disco
Dance will be at the Jaycee
Building at 8 p.m. This is for
Adults 18 and over and cost is
$7 per person.
Mr. and Mrs. Warlick
Hutson of Puryear, Tenn., will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Billy
Gallimore, Puryear Heights,
from 2 to 4 p.m. All relatives
and friends are invited.
Watch Night service will be
at Christian Fellowship
Church, Briensburg with
gospel singing concert by the




near Coldwater, will have a
watch night service starting at
13, p.m. with the speaker being
Dwight Jackson and the




Church will have a watch
night service starting with a
the uaual oral hygiene procedures are virtually useless. , potluck supper at 8 p.m. A film
-- - "II Pall'Y'41441re-'4 -is-A41"104 S-f9Codur*-- Vck-b.mA-
t-h.4k7,.- rill-tie shown at 1 p.m. and the,
— toligtile-tis'iiieltailli 'teeth. Diiiing my ,e-ollege-days I had a, service will close at midnight.
Chinese roommate who gently scraped his tongue every . • ,
morning with a special tool that looked like a cheese slicer!- '
'.: - 
T.C.B.:MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 
New Year's Eve Candle
(CONSULTANT IN MICROBIOLOGY) 
Light L.ord s Supper Service
will be at First Baptist Church
at-5 p.m.
*e.
-A SOCIAL SECURITY EMPLOYEE
.N Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
ic ',Nit booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.4nclose





Spend Your Christmas Money
Wisely. (Except Etching 8 Engraving)
Now Thru D.c. 31st
The Greek Corner
Hours: to-5 Mon.-Sat.
Como Look lit Over
ENTIRE STOCK
WICKER, BAMBOO & HOUSE PLANTS
14 OFF Some 1/2 OFF
CIQth Pictures ‘1/30FF
W641tOtt4
414 410wftitr Ita..111.1orray,Kp.,_ 2$341311
aren't Sitar* It fat
.A;
Monday, January!
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Katie Outland at 7 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Lucille
Thurman at 9,15 p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club has changed its
meeting to Monday, Jan. 8.
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
to meet at the "Plealth,Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January!
Groups of First Baptist
'Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Betty Lyons at 10 a.m.;
Dorothy with Reva Riley at
10:30 a.m.; Bea Walker with
Margaret Sams at 7 :30 p.m.
Singles Unlimited is
scheduled to meet in the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.
This-is for all adults, single for
any reason, over 18 years of
age.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall, Highway 121
North.
Tuesday, January 2
Calloway - County Animal
Shelter will reoperrat B a.m.
after being closed for
holidays.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th -and Main
Streets, at 7:15 p.m. Note
change of date. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
By Mrs Dan Gerber
Parents often ask me how
they can tell if a jar or baby
food is wholesierne. There is
an easy way to check each
and every Jar you buy and.
use.
You'll noti e the "circle of
safety" featu e in the center
of all baby fo d jar caps. This
has been designed to indicate
ottickq, that the vacuum seal
is intact and the food product
inside is safe and wholesome.
Before opening, if the circle
is concave or depressed, you
can be assured' of a vacuum
seal and a safe food product.'
If the seal on the .baby fpod
jar should happen to be bro-
ken,- the circle on the cap
would be convex or pushed
up. That's an immediate, sig-
nal that the jar should not be
purchased or used. .
As a further assurance,
-41baro-w4l he a distinct "pop"
-lieltIlle ' when -pitoperey lorinietil---
jars are first opened fin feed-
ing. .
First Baptist Church varii
will have its general meeting
at 9 a.m. at the church.
Fifth and Sixth Grade
Department Sunday School of
First Baptist Church will have
a social at the Fellowship Hall
at6 p.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women is scheduled to
meet at 10 a.m. at thetocial
hall of the church.
_
St. Leo's Women's Guild has
changed its . meeeting to
Tuesday, Jan. 9 at 1 p.m. in
Gleason Hall.
Tuesday, January 2
Dexter Senior Citizens is
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m at
the Dexter Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 'for'
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Murray TOPS ( Take Off
Pounds Sensibly ) Club is
scheditted to meet at the
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets, at 7 p.m.
This is open to all interested
persons.,
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will not meet
this month.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program to be on
"Our Creative Children."
Murray Assembly No. '19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the





meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for ad orientation
meeting of the new hospital
wing. The meeting will follow
at 10 a.m.
Nature's Palette Gavden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 1:30
p.m. with the lesson on
"Making Silk Flowers" and
Emma Knight as hostess.
SOCK ODOR
Rinse colored socks in a
solution of one-fourth cup of
white vinegar and one gallon
of water. Let dry in the sun-
shine and the socks rill be




For Goshen Women's Meet
.Marlene Beach opened her
home for the annual holiday
program and party held on
Wednesday, Dec. 6, at 7 p.m.
by the Goshen United
Methodist Church Women.
The program leader, "Nettie
Beach, read three special
articles from Guideposts
which were ."Motpers Keep
All These Things" by Marjorie
Holmes, "One Solitary Life,"
and a poem, "Ready For
Christmas."
"The Little Drummer Boy"
was ,played by Carla Beach,
organist. Accompanied by
Carolyn Venable at the organ,
Carla and Tracy Beach sang
"The Most Wonderful Daythbf
the Year." Ruth Wilson led the
opening prayer.
Sue Anne Hutson presided at
the meeting. The party for the
children at the Reelfoot Rural
Ministry Day Care Center on
Dec. 22 was planned. Gifts for
shutins were distributed tc
those who volunteered to
deliver them. A gift for
missions in honor of Little
Miss Rhea Ann Wnght was
presented by her grand-
ritother, Yneina Wright.
Mrs. Hutson presented
special membership pins from
the society to Obena Hale,
Kathr,yn Ray, and Agnes
Watson. Names were drawn
for sunshine friends for 1979.
Gifts were exchanged.
' Refreshments were served
by Anna Wright-, Ernestine
Venable, and Jo Reeder to the
31 persons present.
USE ON DRAWER
Whet a drawer opens and
closes all the way, but shows
signs of sticking, rub all
sliding sides with paraffin.
Never make the mistake of
wetting a cake of soap and
rubbing it along the slides.
While this will make the
drawer work all right, it will
also put moisture into the






An exceptional value in high
fashion window treatments.







FAS.11_,..10.N $1111 _ 
Our one brand. 50% Polyester, 50%
Cotton no-iron fabric in prints, solid colors.
POPULAR SOLID COLORS
TWIN FLAT OR FITTED
Fine selection of pastel
and new deep shades. 2 97
FULL RAT OR FITTED 3.97
MATCHING CASES, PAIR 307
BEAUTIFUL PRINTS
TWIN FLAT OR FITTED --
Colorful patterns add the
final touch to your room.
FULL FLAT OR FITTEJ),. ..... . . 3.97
MATCHING CASES, 'PAIR  - - -' 3  07
BONNIE WHITE SHEETS - CASES
Twin Flat no8 Full Flat or Fitted 3.18
or Fitted A Pillow Cases, Pair 2.
HUG-A-BED TM OVER ALL QUILT
MATTRESS PADS
Brand new-way to pad/cover your mat-






Save now on Permacilem treat-
ed Vinyl mattress cover.
Odor/allergy free.




BATH TOWELS BED PILLOWS-7
Velour prints in a glorious
assortment of patterns and
colors. Slight irregutars of
a famous maker.
•
88 STOCK UPNOW AND
SAVE BIG!
Soft, buoyant, Poly&ter
felled pillows with Cot-'
N.. ton cover. Corded
edge. Save today! .
$
. 4akt/114. • ..,..11.311"."4,....11C












The perfect perfonpance of
the Pioneer space probes sam-
plins the Atmosphere of Venus
is really no surprise. Ever since
America's space engineers got
into the business, flawless
missions and uncanny
precision have been the rule
rather than the exception.
The surprises are all in the
data coming back from Venus.
Scientists may have to revise
their theories about the history
of the planets in our solar
system. The presumption that
Venus has a history similar to
that of Earth and Mars is not
being borne, out in the early
analysis of the Pioneer tran-
smissions.
Our Venus probes, and two
from the Soviet Union are in-
teresting enough from . an
academic standpoint, but the
net result should be a better un-
derstanding of our.own climate
and weather patterns.
In particular, scientists are
worried about the "greenhouse
effect" which could change the
Earth's climate as carbon
dioxide builds up in the at-
mosphere-from the burning of
fossii,fuels andAps heat un-





wild. Its atmosphere is almost
pure carbon dioxide, and its
surface temperature a torrid
900 degrees. How did it get that
way?
Scientists will now 'know
more of the answers — thanks
to the engineers at the Ames
Research Center who scored a
technological bullseye on a
planet 33.5 million miles from
Earth. Nearly a decade after
our space program saw the
triumph of the first Apollo lan-
ding on the moon, it's good to
know that our expertise in
space is as sharp As ever.
le,Rokfc 1111
Bs H. t:Chil*--•
the Undorm Series and used by permission




From this doxologywe learn that God
is the author of all blessings,- including
redemption. Blessings always come
from God to man, ancitiever from man
to God. The nature of our blessings is
twofold: spiritual and heavenly. They
are spiritual because of their con-
nection with the Holy Spirit, and
heavenly because they originate in
heaven. Christ is the , medium or
---,--ehannetthrough which we receive these-
blessings. He' has blessed us with
forgiveness, regeneration,
justification, sanctification, and eternal
life. "Ail spiritual blessings" include all
that the Father can bestow, all that the
Son can provide, and all that the Holy
Spirit can apply.
Following the doxology in 'verse
three, in the remainder of the verses in
this lesson we have a hymn of praise of
the Trinity for the specific and distinct
part which the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit had in our redemption.
According to verses four to six, the
Father's part in our redemption was
threefold. First, it was. election to
holiness (verse 4). The elector is acid -
''He hath chosen us." The time of the
election was "before the foundation of
the world" verse 4. The purpctse of the
election is our sanctificetien - 'that
we should be holy and without blame
before him in love" (verse 4). The
greund_of the election is "the good
pleasure of his will" (verse 5). The
object bf the election is "the praise of
the glory of ins grace" (verse 6). A
second part which the Father had in our
redemption - was foreordination to
sonship (verse S. This is an act of
grace on the part of an all-wise, loving,
and merciful Father, Who has never
made a mistake. A third thing for which
we are indebted to the Father is our
acceptance irithe beloved (verse 6).
- In verses seven to twelve we have an
explanation of the Son's part in our
redemption. To Christ the Son we. are
• indebfed for forgiveness (verse 7,
enrichment (verse 8), enlightenment
(verses 9-10) and inheritance (verses
11-12).
Man's greatest need is the
forgiveness of his sins. Forgiveness
cancels the effects of sin. Because- we
were not able te atone for our sins
Christ went to Calvary, suffered, bled,
and died in order that we might be
Forgiven and saved from the penalty,
the power, and the presence of sin.
Through His death on. the cross Christ
loaned us from the guilt of sin, the curse
of the law, and the judgment toward
which we, were traveling. There is no
relief in this, world that is comparable
to that which comes to a sinner with the
forgiveness of _sins. The peace and
blessedness of this refill& from guilt
through Christ's death on the cross are
truly wonderful..Aswe,Qiriians, liye
In ettelsei presence we sip given the
wisdom from above to' helve the
problems of life. The mystery of God's
will, which was something once
unknown but now revealed, is made
known to those who desire it. Through
their union with Christ believers have
become God's heritage.
The Holy Spirit's part in our
redemption is set forth -in verses
thirteen and fourteen. The Holy Spirit
persuaded us to believe on Christ as
Saviour and receive the salvation which
--iris planned by the Father and pur-
chased or provided by the S. The
Hoist Spirit bore a faithful witness to the
truth regarding Christ, illuminated our
understanding, convicted us of our sins,
. persuaded us to believe on Christ,
regenerated us, and- sealed us as His
own. The sealer is God the Father, the
pcianprsion sealed is the believer in
Christ, the seal is the Holy Spirit, and_
the One in whom the believer is sealed




Washington Today By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Carter May Have Trouble
Over Taiwan Defense Issue
WASHINGTON (AP) - Defendant
Carter may have more trouble in
Congress than, i&cour..t over the ter-
mination of the U:S. mutual defense
treaty with Taiwan.
After all, it was Carter who promised
to shape foreign policy with
congressional participation from the
outset. It didn't work that way on the
new China policy.
Carter became a defendant when
Sen. Barry Goldwater and 14
congressional colleagues sued him for
—=-puttithe- NatiàTifst --
notice that the 1954 defense treaty will 
wouldn'tend in a year.
•-• They seek to have the federal courts
invalidate Carter's action, part of the
price the administration paid for.
diplomatic relations with Peking.
-Just as the president alone cannot
repeal a law, he cannot repeal a treaty,
which itself is a law,-” they argue. "He
Bible Thought
Draw me not away with the wicked,
and with the workers of iniquity, which
speak peace to their neighbors, but
mischief in their hearts. - Psalm 28:3.
Evil hearts and a lying tongue often
go together. God inspect my heart, and
help me speak the truth today.
Fundy World
A woman, 96 years old, went to court
to divorce her husband, 99 years old.
She told the judge that they had been
married 80 years. The judge was
puzzled. "A divorce after all this time'
Why" The woman said, "Well, we
didn't want to do it until the children
died."
Withi-rray Ledger & Times
F'ubitsher Walter I. Apperbon
FAtitor • Ft Gene fricCutchani
The Murray ledger & Times is pubbabad
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Nevis and sportaDept 753-1911
must first ask Congress, or at least the
Senate..."
Carter didn't ask Congress, nor did he
teliCongress until the night Washington
and Peking announced the establish-
ment -of diplomatic relations At the
same time, the United States an-
nounced the break With Taiwan.
Congressional consent is a legal--
point. Advising Congress is a political
one that will be-ifgued,..loeg and Icind.
.In those arguments, the complaints
won't be limited to Republican Gold-
water and * emmervative allies. A
goOd many Democrats are miffed that
they' weren't consulted in the
deliberations that led to the new China
policy, even-though some of them agree
with it.
Congress is not likely to do anything
to change the outcome, but Carter's
sometimes difficult relations witp
Capitol Hill hardly have been enhan-
ced.. •
— The Goldwater lawsuit complains
- that Carter's action was "shrouded in
secrecy, contrary to a -law enacted by' -
Congress specifically calling for prior
Atchley's Angle
consultation."
Actually, all that measure did was
declare it to be the sense of Congress
that House and Senate should be con-
sulted in advance on any proposed
policy change affecting the Taiwan
defense treaty.
Sense of the Congress resolutions are.
like political platforms - it's nice to
abide by them, but there is no penalty
clause in case you don't.








They may be right, but Carter didn't
talk that way when he was cam-
paigning for the White House. He ac-
ih Heeken
cused the Republicans of running "a
kind of secretive Lone Ranger foreign
policy.",
Carter said in a campaign debate
with former President Gerald R. Ford.
"We've ignored-  or excluded the
American people and the Congress
feem parheipation in the shaping of our
foreign policy." -
On China, however, Carter said, "My
experience-in n_eStitintiat,n_eAl3t_e-9#41---
.corrip1icated agreements with foreign
leaders ... is that to negotiate through
the news media, through public
pronouncements, and with wide
divergencies of views expressed by




'w For New Year
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Here
-come the New Year's Resolutions -
care to join in? .• .
Befiieanj pledges are made for 1979,
a few „esplanation,may_ be
necessary.
The idea of correcting-faults and bad
habits is rooted in ancient- traditions
and may have originated With the
Persians.
They presented eggs to their friends-
--st-the start of another year. Since an
egg hatches into life, the gift signified a
new beginning. I'
An Englishman 'supposedly could





Murray city fathers wouldn't have
created such a stir over raising the
price of city stickers if they had ob-
served a few tips in mdrketing and
Packaging. •
That's the thinking of that renowned
mind, Dr. Fineus F. Finderbender.
It finally became official in a vote
Thursday night. That tiny -sliver of
, colored paper called a city sticker, but
more commonly referred to in cruder •
terms, ..now costs fifteen bucks.
Whether you live in Murray or just
drive into town to work, you pay.
"Your mayor, Melvin Henley, may
haye had the proper justification in
wanting to raise the price of the city
stickers from $10 to $15," Dr. Fin-
derbender said," but he certainly ap-
proached it incorrectly."
We were watching a TV documentary
on the financial. woes of Cleveland,
Ohio.
"How do you figure that Dr. Fin-
derbender?" I asked, shifting a close
ear to the confidant of world leaders,
this brilliant mind and political analyst.
"Qinte, simply. We're clealihig here
with a consumer mind basically, one •
used to the 99 cent psychology."
"The 99 cent psychology?" I in-
terrupted.
"Why yes. It would have been more'
acceptable to have raised the cast by
$4.99Thaead of $5. Thus the city sticker .
spotlid te rest 914.99, a-- bargafri
the penny pinching consumer."
• ''Yes Dr. Finderbender, hew could
ee•
forget. You are responsible for that
famous axiom,'Huh! Why pay $1 when
you can get it for 99 cents," I said.
"This...ah...sticker consumer must
also be made to feel that if he doesn't
like the merchandise, he can exchange
it," Finderbinder continued.
"Thus, the city council should print
up a batch of multi-colored stickers.
And when a buyer wishes to return
red sticker, he can receive a green one
in its place," Finderbender concluded.
"Now," Dr. Finderbender said
further,' apparently the purchasers of
the city stickers don't feel they're
getting a good Ws( for their $15..."
"You mean tlease who live in the
county and work in town can't un-
derstand what services they get for the
$15 bucks?" I interrupted.
"Not eaactly,". Finderbender
said, "you must sell something that has
genuine value to the city sticker buyer.
That tiny piece* of sticky paper is
ridiculous. In addition to the sticker,
your city fathers should give a nice,
framable 8 X 10 certificate naming the
holder an honorary member of the city
council...". -or
"And," Finderbender tiald,"by being
an honorary member of the city
council, the purchaser of the sticker
will be more prone to listen to Corn-
shout -the high Cost' at the
stickers rather than complaining
himself."
Being neither English nor foolish
enough to tackle a chimney, we'll skip
U e idea.  -----------__-
We're also passing up the chance to
_nripose on._ ourselves any resoiutions-__
denigned ki-strengthen character. Pail
experience tells us that's a waste of
time.
We have, however, drawn up a list of
good intentions for friends, relatives,
strangers, and those people who make
life what it is.
We resolve that in 1979:
Wives will give up back seat.driving.
The boss will be more patient. Rome
wasn't-II-Wit in a day. And for all he
knows, that may be what we're doing.
Steak will be cheaper than ham-
burger.
Wives won't ask who won all the
money in the poker game. • -
Bathtubs will come with built-in
-bookcases.
Wives will give up back seat driving.
Aluminum siding salesmen-will quit
soliciting by telephone.
Packages marked "fragile" will not
arrive in shreds.
Politicians will refrain from making
any promises. None of them are new.
Someone will invent an easy Method
for opening the "childproof' cap on the
aspirin bottle.
The .boss will pass out raises.
, Everybody on the staff feels they
deserve one.
Wives will give up back seat driving.
The woman in the eipress lane at the
supermarket will have no more than six
items in her shopping cart. -
The weather man will be more ac-
curate when he predicts "snow
flurries." Most Kentuckians had to
shovel a foot of flurries out of their
driveways last winter.
The price of gasoline won't equal the
national deb.
The double strength grocery bag
won't collapse as soon as you open the
front door.
The traffic cop who catches you
breezing along at 65 will believe the
story abopt being late for work.
Wives will give up back seat driving.
Basketball coaches, after watching
their club take a shellacking, will not
user the threadbare excuse.. "I've
always said that on any given day, any
team can beat any other team."
Bartenders will keep their troubleg to
themselves. Ours are more interesting.
Friends will laugh at all our jokes, 7
including this one: "How do you tell a
boy-rtiromosome from a girl
ehrerneesme?-Puli. down Its genes." -
Wives will give lup back seat driving.




Winners in the Home Dec
Contest, sponsored by the
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club are Col. and Mrs. Eff Birdsong,
Rodney Scokt, Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Smith, Hoyt Roerts, Mr. and Mrs.
iioward Brandon, Mrs. John.),
McCage, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Ray, Or.
and Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, and Mrs. DORI
Smith.
Deaths reported induct Charlie
Dunaway.
Charles E. Hale, Calloway Couily
Tax Commissioner, said .the county tax
books will be open Jan 'l to March it
1969, to list property for county sad
state taxes. ••
-•
The -Blalock-Coleman Funeral Howl
has moved to its new building an Sogill
Fourth Street, according to Jamie
Blalock and James Coleman, owners.
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker spoke on
"The Empty Cup" at the meeting of the
Magazine Club held at the home of Mrs.
Ralph H. Woods.
20 Years Ago
l'he home and contents of Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Weatherford were destroyed
by fire just a few days before Christ-
mas.
Deaths reported include Tommy Lae
Wells, 75, Alvin Lee Bilbrey, 80, and
Mrs. Lorene Fulton, 67.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Jones of Hazel
observed their 50th wedding an-
niversary on Dec. 28 at the home of her
brother, Hoyt Lamb of Hazel.
Joan Goard, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Olin Moore of Murray, was
crowned Miss ODCH at a reception held
at the Owensboro-Davies County
Hospital School of Nusing, Owensboro.
She is a senior at the school there.
The Douglas High School Bulldogs
won their own holiday basketball
tournament by downing Paducah in the
championship game. Dennis Jacitsea
-7-- 4190k10410-__IW Ja_fttis*.
Mr. and M. Larry Joe Cetten of
Clearwater, Fla., are the guests of her
parentsNr. and Mrs. Thomas Roberts.
-
30 Years Ago it
A two hundred gallon capacity still
was taken in yesterday near Russell's
Chapel on the east side of the county.
One person was arrested by R. L
Wallace, deputy sheriff, Coy OTT,
constable, and John Bays, revenue
agent from Paducah.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mae
Beach, 64.
An open houte was held last night at 8
p.m. at the Murray Hospital for
members of the staff, board of dire°.
tors, constituents, and presidents of the
local civic' organizations..
A feature story on Eli Alexander,
captain of the 1948 football team at
-Murray High School, is - published
today. He has played five varsity year&
on the Tiger squad and was named to
the All State Football Team.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre Is
"Adventure; of Gallant Bess" starring




By KEN WOLF .
How hard must we work to becomei
successful? -What does a successful;
person look like? Does the person who
strives the hardest always succeed?
In the modern West, we have
generally assumed that success could
be defined in material terms, that such
success did not rule out non-material or,t.
spiritual achievement, and that succesdi
in either area could only be achieved,4
with the expenditure of great energy. :
For many Americans, these notions
have been questioned by the reap-
pearance and popularity of some
"Eastern" beliefs in what one
Westerner, Huston Smith, has called
"creative quietude." Consider these
passages from the Tao Te Ching,
written by Lao Tzu, a legendary con/
temporary of Confucius ,,,who lived in
China in the 6th century, B.C.:
Do you think you can take over the
universe and improve it? I do not
believe it can be done.
•
The universe is sacred. You carnet
Improve it. If you try to change it,
yeti will ruin it. If yetwiry to bold it,
you wilt lose it
This is Called perception of the
nature of things. Soft and weak
overcome hard and strong
The softest thing in the uniserse
Overcomes the hardest thing Mlle
universe. That without substance
can enter where There isjio coom.
Hence I - know the vain! of nonf-
iction.
'•• -The 'shoes. Paielligitari taken Om'
Lao Tzu, Tao Te %his, translated by





































































































































THE lifURRAY,-Ey., LEDGER & TIKES
HOME FEDERAL
NAAr4ibit 1,4111,1 OAS ASSOCIATION
12th & Maur- Murray, Icy.
Attend The Church Of Yovr Choice
Die tokmanh
















•C•noplete Automatic Trensuissioa Service
209 nit 
• Complete Tove-es il&pair Service
S.















Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 7511419
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Keating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut 753-4432
The J. N. Churchill
Funeral Nome
201 S. 3rd 753-2411
Delfentt's Steak
& Pizzo House
-3 AC TA //if
America's Favorite
Drive-In
641 North Hwy. 753-9002
Kenlake Marina
J.W. W1LHAM-MGR.
- Ski Boat and Pontoon Beat Reetat*
Ky. Wee Stott Pork Ph. 474-2245
Kentway fried Chau
'It's finger lickin' Cr=khai
Try Ow Cveliclies Roof and Nem





South 12th St.- Murray
• .





















•Auto Glass Installed. 753_4563
.Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Church Sunday"
Randy Thornton Service Co.
On Caollituruelog Heinous Ceassencial Ilisfriperutioo
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 7531181
Pizza Hut
•Plizatrastlie511804488














Sunday School f• 45 a.m.
Morning worship 111:420a.m










NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.





Worship 11 60 a.m.
Worship 7 00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST









Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Evening Worship 5 30 p m 66 00 p m
NOVO NONA FRIEWIU BAPTIST
Sunday School 9 30 • in
Worship 11 00 a.m.
LONE OAK PRIMMIII
-1st Sunday .2 00p.m.
































iwiday School . • 10, 00
Worstup Service 00 a m.
Evening Service. 6 00p.m.
COLD WATER
Morning Senn op








Sunday SchOal 10 00 a m
korning Worship II 00 a m
MOM MISSIOMIAR1 BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 Ain.
Presctung II. 005 m.&6.00p.m.





ST. MIN BAPTIST CURIO
Morrung Worship 1045 a.m.
Sunday School 9-Nla.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST ounce
WednesdsagoSoeirvict 6 30 pm.
Sunday 10 00 a.m.
Worship Service as 11 Warn.
Sunday Rite 6 30 p.m.











A Sense of Security
alurch of Christ. MAW Stoma - 4 - • -- #11101iiiiite
Morning Worship 11 Mimi





Bible Study 10 am
11:00 a m. Worship Service . 10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m
6-30p.m. Ned. Worship ' .7:30 p.m
MIST MURRAY
Morning Worship 11050 a m
Evening Worship 0:00 p.m
NINON mays
Morning Worship 10:50 •.m
Evening Worship .4.0119m
smarms POPLAR








11 00 a m
6 00 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CIIIMCII
Sunday School 10 00am.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.









=ace Of 305115 00157 .
St LATTIR DAY SAINTS









Farmer Ave and 17th St Murray Ky
S„Une4c n ra 11 -00 a m Testimony lirigieDng
Wednesday I p in
AN/VANS TIMINSSES
Watchtower 10.30am.
Bible Lecture 9.30 a In.
ST. MINI EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9-45 a.m
Church School., 11 00a m.
• IMERANUIL SHERMAN
Sunday School 115am
Morning worship ID 30 •.m
swarm DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 111: 31 a .m.











































10 00 a 7
10 50 a rr
11
10 00 a rr







From al .a.á niesselay.,
Wbesharlob. ElimmairE or inaorriassl. ismast.q&
.or animas are inesivnied by this sassish Ike
seerveity. Yet, is this Nh there is Vida AM
we can depend on. Forerun are lost, ad*
bora sieve away, friends are disloyal osd alai
loved ones peas sway. We can never be surd.
wbat umnorrow may bring.
There is only one source of reel esessinr.
That source is God. His lore is coostant and
evedaulog. When all else fails as, He is dare.
If you are still searching for security. turn to













LOCUST GROVE CIIIIRCII -.-
Morning Worship 11:00a.m
Sunday SMOOT -- - 10:00 a.m.
Evening. Worship ' 5,30p.m
N Y P S Worship ., 5 643 p m















Cbsrch School • 9:30 a.m.






Sunday School 10:0 am.
Worship Services 11:11 LOS pm.
CALVARY TRIPLE
Sunday School 111:110
Worship Services .116 a.m., 7 .36 p.m.
MSS ASSUAIRS
0100S




055110., III MAN AVE.
Sunday School 10:111a.m.
Evening Worship - 7-110 pan
INWARDS CRAM




Sunday Worship 10.002.m Is 7-00p.m.
'Nes. Thurs. - 7:00p.m.
•










Nwy. 641 South 753-6706
Murray Electric System





TIMM' CANNpitte Tire Service Center




Murray Auto Auction -
Thursday Night
Nwy. 641, Almo, Ky. 163-6300
Riley isvertt-OvnignAlp ypir




















700 N. 46 St. SerraCompliments of
TAYLORED CO.
Lynn Grove Rd. * 753-5742
Captain D's
seafood
111 N 12th 753-9383
NAEll UNITID14171100IST
Worship 10..00am-
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
MASON'S CNAPEL UNITED
Worship • is 11 .00 a.rn.




- MARTINS CMAPIE. INNS
Worship Service 9:311a.m.
Sunday School 1030a m




Sunday School 111: GO a.ns.
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
1111115131T USIMD




Worship Service 11.00 am. lit & Too








Sunday School • 10:110 ant
Morning Worship 11:05am
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service 9:45 a.rn
Church School 10.45 a.m.
GOSHEN METLIODIST
Churcb School 10.00a.m
Worship Service 11.00 a.m
Evening Serrices Worship 6 30 p.m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND





"Serirbm Tas Slims 11197'
BIRO Beau - hardware
Case I look Knives











The Businesm lien 4 (boor
I or F.ine Printing.' 753-S397
DEXTER-HARM UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Worship 11 00•.m.,600p.m.
MT. RUMOR
Worship Service 10.00 a.m 1st Sunday &
11.00 a m 3rd Sunday; Sunday School





0 00 a m 2nd Sunday.
11:00 am. 4th Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Senor. es 10:45 Lin
INTIM UNITED
Morning Worship 9 30 a m
Sunday School . 10 30a m
1st & 3rd Sunday Night 6 00 rim
111100115 CNAFIL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a 17)
2r4 & 4th Surwiav Night • 7 Op .n
vi.
SOWN PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9:4S a m
Montane Worship 10 4$ a.m
Evening 7 000 m
MIT, CRAM IIIIITTO
UmidlaySrhood /0 00 a m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen I. Sews, Gen hionoger
%rum Staves, Cullum, Marshal. Car** Ciiiistut rosy and








"Serving Murray for 25 Years"
Pete and Anthony Rutlege
753-3462 or 753-6565
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices tor Corn,
wheat & Soybeans
o•ii•ms mis. My. E. W. Outlast Sept
Plies. 73311720
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
641 South 753-3986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky. 492-9785 e,
Compliments of
Pagliai's Pizza






Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
. tending Blocks & Ready Mir Concrete
Fast Main Street 
Kentu y Lake
Oil Company
JOBBERS Of SHELL OIL PRODirt
Mvievre Serving Callaway Grinds




No 4th Street Ph... 7S3-1921
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric -
Sales and Service
Moe 7515302 205 N 4th St.,
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Schedule For The Week Of Dec. 30-Jan. 5
I sir TV 611IDE FOR SATURDAY-
MICE 2 WSIL-3










Seesi:11-ClAdroe s C.es N.
6:311 - Marla
7:1111- kook Dee
1.30 - Clial. ol Seim,
freak
CU -Mrs Divest
1139- lewd el the Lest
7:0 -People
















7 :SS -Fustestoc 4
8:10 - Godzille '
9:31- Defy Duct
10:10- Top
10:i.- kw City 5
111: 30 - Spoliglot -














121311 - NW Fest.
4111- World of Sons
S:311- lbwerelch




It SO- NIPI, AK
4:10 - Mews Coat ..-
S:111- Mews
-Playoffs



















S:09-Poplees Ca. kW- kerne Lae 4:00 - Nee New801 -Law kW


















10:00 Nes10:311- Akre : - 
10139-11si Censer, 701- Orsege Bowl Per.
-






10:00- Scow et 10











111:111-Nien Dew vs NM
12:1111- Nashville
12:31- Witi Ibis Mos
12:45- News
1



















7 AM -Weralle 7:30- Day of Disc.
6:30 - Veg. Seep
7:00-Inalli1e
-Swim •
4:38 Tiptoe 7,3p_cmewl smog 7:00- Nemo Dim.7:31- Aseadn Grece
i:1119- Me lescals
1:01- hews 111111111
11:30 -Orel taw% 7:3S-D.en
-Car
7:10- Gospel Nr. 11:30-Pedeah Dew. 1:30- 119r4/0
8:00- 44f 18411.4S:30- Um Steeps
9:Xl- lex Newberd
1101/ - Gospel Mr.
1015- Archrs
1:110- At None






8:30 - Cleo Choi
10:30 - Wisedewat tee-
11:30- Mews Cowl.













9:80 -Geoi Skew sp 













me _ owerei Lives
10:30- Accent
11:00- Meet the Press '
'71
12:00-AK Playo ff
3:10 - Mei Poe Gown
3:15- Ironies
9:00- 1st Sept.
10:00 - Centers 11iree
1030 - 1'9 he Mei"
































1109 -Sword of Jos**
















7:01 - Illig Evert















' IIIIITINIEITIONEINNIIININDAY.TINIONGWPININIY ------ •"7-•------- ._ -:-
WISE 2






















6:00 - Ilrealsfest Shea
7:00-News4:0-Gress
6:30- More-watch





11: 31 - Oyes Nene
12:01- All My Cadre*





- c 30 _ Teary saes
7:00- CIIItliw494ret.
I'M -544•44191 44 5
1:31 - Joker's Wild




10: 73 - Pester Sports
10:30 - "eel if
tune
100- Cie Kengssoo
1:00 - All in the Fees.
930 - Price is Plitt










3:31- lhottle of the
Mosses














12:311- Days if .a.
U,..
I :3S -Doctors
2:01 - Amebae With
3:007 het i Jerry '
3:35- lee in Spec'
4:38-Sropsnest
1 0:3 0 - Lissa •f
lit oillid.day Mews
11:00- Twos & led.
11:30 - Search for TOW.
12:00 - Isill dist Troth
12:31-Null Ions
1:311-Gaiing Use











2:011- Aeastise VI mid
1:00- /101T11944 Selo 
es
3:30-My Three Sees
4,00 Per1 4̂9e 9914'
4:70 -11A01  &AO .
5:00 -Mews
10:53-News





1 imp Apeidii, Lim
.2,10- Ill• Al' PI
3:00 - Match Grew .
1.,),_ yes me ye,ek






















1.4 - Swat Ilea .
.; 7:11•-lasee
















LW - IN • A'S* N 1.
1:30-0ea Dey
WPSD-6
7:00 - Ones* lowl
Game
10.00 -News .,












Mil - 1" Gvimt
MOM- Mews
111:911- Artie
' 1240- Troneres. - _911MI- leo Gran
10:00-12 Gees
19: 30 Movie























54111- CiPrh is IS =Item -.
WSN-4
7:05-A.. Famelly






1,30 - Doom Fart° -
7:00-The kn. feseily
KFIIS-12
W1k= O- no Tose
7:1111 -Meele
8:311- Issi









10,30- Mary T. Rho"





10:00 - 12 Repo is
10:30- Nevi'
12:311-111swe- •
4:31- Seenese 11411-Trol 2:10 - News
11:30-Meele
1-00 - Nowswedds
440 - Storeky a 1106
111:110- lien
11:35- Meer
12:34-News _ _ . _._
1














8111- Chortles Angels 4:13 - Noes SAO- Miele 7:1111- Jefferson Telly
cps _ Moppets1
"I 9:01-1fews In - Alic Men •
7:N-8 lis ism*






7:30 Geed rinses10:00- Newer**
- `' I:10-Me Mph
10:36 - Twasht
124111-Towerrer 1610-11ens_
10:00 News 8:09- Movie
'
10:30- tonenswe
1131- Peke Woolen 131/-111111.91%. 




















TV GUIDE FOR THURSbAY
WISE 2 
-









735 - Mors Mew
8 AM - laren Na.,
k Sal - Soap
,,,,_ mows
4:911- ADC News





1:110 - Noma Ava-0
"0 "nil" Ma"
740 - Priest WO ,
SOW- Orecy





10: 38 - lee's.








10:01- Mews ^ .
111:39- Stersky/SWAT
111111- Solite et 10
10: il - Terve
12:01/- rewerrew
1940- Nen












. TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
-I WNGE 2 WSIL-3 WSIA-4


















MO - Cm. Perform.
Ica,- Mews
4:30 - hank feed
FM- wpm, Itvehee
7,15_ iee p suarie
140- itschford












• be - Mar
,
111:110 -Seise sit Ill
*IS - 1%10 '
1241111-rwarrrew
-








IS:3111- Ten* - • .'








ABC Moves Back To Top
Of Television Ratings Heap
WS AN,GELES ( AP) - It's
back to the top of the
telgvision ratings heap for
Ate% whose Tuesday night
comedy hits knocked CBS out
,of its unaccustomed prime
spot in the weekly Nielsen
ratings.
During .the week ending
Dec. 24, ABC's "Laverne and
Shirley" was No. 1, with a 30.3
Nielsen rating and a 47 share
of the audience.
That means that of - all
homes with television sets,
30.3 percent were tuned to
"Laverne and Shirley" and 47
percent of all the people




Shirley," was second with a
28.3 rating and a 45 share.
Holiday specials were,
blamed for knocking CBS' "60
Minutes" out of it usual spot
in the top 10 down to a' No. 20
spot, but CBS was the only
network with a Christmas
show in the topi 10. It hid two:
"Charlie Brown's Christmas"
and "Night Before Christ-
mas" tied for sixth place with
ratings of 24.4.
NBC shows were in the top
20 only twice, with "The Bob
Hope Christmas Show" and
"Little House on the Prairie."
NBC's "Weekend" and
"Lifeline" clung to the bottom
rungs of the ratings list,
beaten for last place only by
NBC's "G.E. Theater."
Here are the week's Top 10
programs:
"Laverne and Shirley,"
with a rating of 30.3, ABC;
'New Year's At
Pops' Airs On KET
KET will welcome in the
new year with a live, new
Year's Eve concert of the
Boston Pops Orchestra. "New
Year's at Pops" airs at 11 p.m.
(ET), 10 p.m. (CT), on Sun-
day, December 31,
Boston's Symphony Hall
will be transformed into an
elegant ballroom setting for
the pittering event, as
gowned and tuxedoed
celebrants listen, dance, and
sing along to the much-loved
music of the Boston Pops. The
Pops' inimitable blend of
musical traditions from










3:30 - low Seel
CNINNEL 6
4:00-Costs. led Per.








10135 - hese Penedo
I :10 -Cartes Best
will culminate in the
traditional playing of "Auld
Lang Syne" at midnight.
Arthur Fiedler, conductor of
the Boston Pops, is currently
recovering from surgery, but
the irrepressible Maestro still
hopes to be able to conduct the
Pops on New Year's Eve.
Harry Ellis Dickson, assistant
conductor of the Pops, will
lead the orchestra if Fiedler is
unable to lo so. Popular
conductor_ Mitch Miller will
also appear,' as a guest con-
ductor.
Other special guests on
"New_Year's at Pops" include
Jose Greco, acclaimed as one
of the world's finest Spanish
  tt.ar:O.-.14a41-.- tis 4tt.3te,e -
• company, winch . features his
wife, Nana Lorca, ast lead
dancer. Greco has arrriged
special performance- of
Ravel's "Bolero" for the
event.
'•RoPPY Days." 28.3; ABC; Day at a Time," 26.1, CBS;
"M.A.S.H," 27.4. CBS; "One .'Mort and Mindy," 25.3,
ABC; "Charlie Brown's
Christmas," 24.4, CBS;
Cultural CenVr "Night Before Christmas,"
The Cat In The
MOSBY By Beppie oyes.
Acropolis Books. 117 Pages.
57.95.
Lots of boob have been writ-
ten about cats, but this Is the
first one about a serniwild her-
mit cat who lived for years in a
national monument.
The subtitle tells -the story:
The Kennedy Center cat, a trae
story made legend.
Mosby was one of a litter of
six born on the site shortly
after it was cleared for con-
struction of the huge marble-
cultural center on the bank of
the Potomac River in the capi-
tal.
There came a tulle when his
mother decided It was wise to
leave. Five kittens followed,
but Mosby chose to stay be-
hind. He grew up to be a lean
gray cat, living mostly in an
unfinished theater 'on the cen- •
ter's top floor afid-exploring the
place through-false ceilings and
hiding out from the workmen.
Things began to look up at
the time the center opened in
September 1971. Smelling ham-
burger cooking, he dared to en-
ter the restaurant kitchen,
leaped onto a hot grill, was
chased by the chef and jumped
onto a. table, landing in a plate
of soup and fleeing so tjuickly
that most people weren't sure
what they had seen._
But there were many recep-
tions, and Mosby found that he
could sneak in while the tables
were being set up and make off
with a morsel of lobster, a
shrimp, sometime:2 some 'cav-
iar, once a half chicken.
A secretary, who had been in
fhe restaurant when Mosby
made his first public appear-
ance, became convinced that he
was real, and finally found his
hiding place up in the dark the-
ater space. She fed him for a
year, finally persuading him to
aPPear-
Mosby finally vanished at the
time of President Carter's In-
auguration, and the fable 48f
-this tzwir-int- the wife-!*ft-te....-
tired editor of the- Washington
Star speculates on where he
wound up. .
A book for children, it also




Man is already planning
tomorrow's world, but what is
he doing about the problems of
today? The sixth season of the
award-winning documentary
science series "Nova" seeks
answers and solutions while
examining some critical
problems facing the world
today. .
"Nova" launches the new
season Thursday, January 4 at
8 p.m. (ET), 7 p.m. (Cl'), with
a repeat Saturday, January 0,
at 6 p.m. (ET), 5 p.m. (CT), on
( SCHOOLLuncH mErtu 
The menus for the vrious
lunchrooms in the city and
county schools for the week of
Jan. 2 to 5 have been released
by Glinda Jeffrey, foods
supervisor for Murray City,
and Joanna Adams, foods
supervisor for Calloway
County.
Carter and Robertson will
open on Tuesday, Jan. 2, but
'Murray High and Murray
Middle will have ah in-service
day with no school on
Tuesday. All schools in
Calloway County will open on
Tuesday.




sloppy joe, hamburgers, hot
dogs, chili bar; Thursday-
MISS YOUR PAPS?
lekcsiben .4. 05,. set
reeved Wok beinikilsered
copy of The Mwrey loiter
Time by 5:35 win. Akeirep
friday or by 3:10 on Sete'
drys we isrgei to call 753194
berese 5:20 p.w. red 6 p.m.,
Mesiey, or 3:211 pan.
end 4 p.m. Setwirys, to USW.
haven of he newspaper. Calls
roe be pieced by 6 p.w. w•oi
days or 4 p.m. Seseleys to
svareatee &Seery.
bai btn.ued chicken sandwich,
tacos, hamburgers, hot dogs,
chili bar; Friday-corn dogs,
fish sandwich, hamburgers,
hot dogs, chili bar. A variety
of fruits, vegetables, and




fruits and vegetables, dessert;
Thursday--hamburgers,
barbequed chicken sandwich,





cheese, green beans, fruit





french fries, fruit gelatin,
cookies; Friday-fish sand-
wich, beans, slaw, cake.
CALLOWAYCOUNIV
CALLOWAY HIGH--No
menus have -been released for




dog or pizza; Wednesday-
hamburger or sloppy Joe;
Thursday-hoe. dog or fish;
Friday-hamburger or
chicken noodle soup. Milk and
a variety-of fruits, vegetables,
and desserts are served each
day.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
jo.!! IKER FORD, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
URGE VOLUME • LOW PROFIT
- "lorticalailtiorissimie
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
. NEW OR USED CAR
- 24.4, CBS; "What's Hap.
pening?" 24.3, ABC; "Barnes




ABC; "Love Boat," 4.9,
ABC; "Bob Hope Christoills
Show," 72.5, NBC; "Soap,"
22.2, ABC; "Little House on
the Prairie," 22.1, NBC; "Lou
Grant," 22.0, CBS; "Barnaby
Jones," 21.5, CBS; "Tuesday
Night at the Movies," 21.5,
CBS; "Eight is Enough," 21.1,
ABC; "60 Minutes," 20.9, CBS.
Here.are the week's bottorn
10 programs:
"CBS Reports: U.S.
Recognizes Red China," 11.3;
"Sword of Justice," 11.0,
NEC; "Alice," 10.9, CBS;
"The Nutcracker Suite," 10.7,
CBS; "Dallas," 10.5, NBC;
"Gift of the Magi," 9.7, NBC;
"CBS Reports: What About
the Children?" • 8.5; "David
Cassidy: Man Under Cover,"
8.2, NBC; "Weekend," 7.6,
NBC; "Lifeline," 7.6, NB
"G.E. Theater," 6.3, NBC.
KET. "Black Tide," an up-to-
date account of the worst oil
Spill in maritime history, is
the precniere program.,.
On March 16, 1978, 'the
Amoco Cadiz, an American
supertanker, ran gground off
the coast of Brittany, spilling
68 million gallons of oil into. the
sea. In the account of the
disaster and its tragic af-
termath, "Nova" asks-. some
disturbing questions shoot the
likelihood of future spins in an
industry that is racing to keep
up with 'worldwide needs.
'Other stories in the "Novir -
season include a profile of
Fred Young, a nuclear
physicist and Navajo Indian at
1 Loa Alamos, N.M.; a look at
and w_ork of B.F.
Skinner, a controversial
beha viorial psychologist ; and,
an' exploration of manganese
nodules - mineral-rich rocks
on the bottom of the sea. These
rocks,'declared by the United
Nations to be -the common
























detwized Moth Venda Core,
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER




And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
in your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too..
Inge King 492-8348
f0it Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Special4.
Tapes & Albums
All Tie Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.




New Amazing Rhythm Acss
, Olivia Newton John -
The lor est Selection of Twos and Albums in ifirs *Ivo
vit . ... - - . .orld of-Sound
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Taylor-Less Murray State
2-10 With 7 -63 Defeat
GREENVILLE, S.C. —
When things go bad, they
REALLY go bad. It wasn't
enough that Murray State
dropped its fourth straight
game last night, a 71-63 loss to
Yale in the consolation match
of the Poinsettia Classic.
Before the game: they also
lost their leading scorer, Roy
Taylor. The 6-5 senior guard
learned that he was 'declared
academically ineligible and
would be unable to play for the
Racers after the spring
'
kin Opal 
Ts m Leffler 
Keith Oglimipp  7 18 3 6 6 3 17
Norma legil 3 7 2 2. 4 4 8
Keeney Ilmasemile 0 1 4- I 4 1
Nerve, WW1 1 2 O. '4.-1 2 2
Alp fame 41 2 f 1 • 1
Teo Ads. 0 0 1 2 0 1 1
OevW Lowry 0 S 0 0 0 5 0
lorry Wig 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gerdes *deem  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mae Dlegleriek. 0 1 0 0 0
Teen flehesolleI 4
Totals 23 62 17 24 31 24 63
semester begins.
"Roy felt like it Would be
best that he leave now, even
though he was still eligible for
a few more games," said
Murray Sports Information
Director Doug Vance by phone
last night. "He wanted to do
what was best for the team."
So Taylor and his 14-point
average departed Thursday
afternoon, and a few. hoots
later, the Racers went dealt
their 10th loss in 12 games 'by
The Bulldogs.
Merry, 51.1, 6.3
fg fu ft ft. rah pl tp
S 11 .3 4 LS 3 12
5 13 4 4 T 2 14
Tale 71
Did Shp  5 11 3 $ 3 2 13
Lem Bogard" I 2 10 13 1 3 10








Ildhleme, 36-26, Yule; ettessemscr, 4,800.
9 16 3 4 4 1 21
2 2 ,0 0 0 1 4
1 2 0 0 2 4 2
1 3 0 0 4 4 2
1 3 0 0 0 0 2
10
25 52 71,30 38 23 71
Furman, the ,defending
champion of the event, won its
fifth.title in the tournament's
20-year history with a 105-83
thumping of Georgia
Southern. The Eagles pushed
Furman to overtime before
losing 73-69 in the cham-
pionship tilt last year.
Junior Keith Oglesby topped
Murray scorers with 17 points,
and John Randall enjoyed his
second straight stellar per-
f ormawee. The 6-8 senior
scored 12 points and pulled
down a game-high 15
rebounds.
Tom Leffler, a 6-4 senior
, making only his second start
ever as a Racer, pumped in 14
points. Herman Boyd and
Kenney Hanunonds added
eight each.
Yale's big gun was Frank
Maturo, a 6-foot junior who
tosed in 21 points. The player
who did the most extensive
damage to Murray, though,
.atidn't even score a field goal.
In fact, he only shot twice
from the field, ,
His play from the free-throw
-line was another matter. After
Murray State, which trailed
almost the entire game, pulled
within 63-59, 5-9 junior Larry
Ziegerelli was fouled four
times. He hit eight straight
free throws to boost Ye
ahead 71-59 tvith less than 30
seconds left. It's last 11 points
came from the free-throw line.
Jumpers by Leffler and
Hammonds providbd the final
margin. The victory, only
Yale's second in eight at-
tempts, came after it suffered
a 102-94 defeat by Furman
Wednesday night. Murray was
beaten 87-83 by Georgia
Southern.
The Racers led only twice in
the game, 2-0 and 6-4 in the
opening minutes. Yale,
however, held leads as big as
11 points in the first half, its
last at 31-20 with 4:59 left.
Murray sagged in the final
seven and one-half minutes of
the first half. Randall hit a
layup with 7:31 left to edge the
Racers within 22218. But, aside
from Leffler's layup at 2:26,
Murray went field goal-less
the remainder of the period.
And the Racers didn't score
in the second half until over
three minutes had elapsed.
Oglesby finally pushed in a
layup to make it 38-31 with
16:49 remaining.
The two teams combined for
47 fouls. Murray hit 17-of-24
free throws, while Yale sank
21 of 30. The Racers




4Fier-e'srat named the totir:
. •
Gains In National 21s.
By the Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn: — Mel
Purcell of the University of
Tennessee, seeded No. 1, in
singles and doubles, fought off
a stiff challenge by Joel
Hoffman .of the University of
Houston to advance in the
USTA National 21-and-Under
Indoor Tennis Championships.
The top two seeds in men's
singles and doubles and in
women's singles advanced
Thursday in competition at
Vanderbilt University.
Purcell got by Hoffman 5-7,
7-6, 6-4 before teaming with
Bill Rogers of the University
of Georgia to down Gary
Kittay of the University of
Maryland and Greg Staples 6-
3, 6-2, in the first roupd of
doubles competition.
The second-seeded doubles
team of Tolleson and Charles
Batt of Vanderbilt downed
Jeff Waters and Russell
Buchi, both of the University
of TennesseeChattanooga, 7-6,
:Battering Rarns„
Pro Picker Going With LA, Cowboys
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
There will be no need for
introductions when the
Minnesota -Vikings meet the
Los Angeles Rams in Sunday's
National Football Conference
playoff. These two teams are
well-acquainted, especially at
playoff time.
This will be the fifth time
Minnesota and Los Angeles
have met in the playoffs and
the Rams still are looking fcr
their first victory. The string
4' started in 1969 when the
.Vikings scored a 23-20
• divisional victory and con-
tinued with two NFC cham-
pionship triumphs, 14-10 in
1974 and 24-13 in 1976. A year
ago, Minnesota posted a 14-7
Vanderbilt's Chip Tolleson,
No. 2 seed in 'men's singles,
Moved ahead with' a 6-3, 6-4
victory-over Anthony Trear of
' Brigham Young1Pniversity.
In women's -competition,
unseeded Janet Wepfer of
Vanderbilt upset No. 3 seed
Terri Kirk of Emory, Va., 64,
3-6.6-2.
Top seeded Cricket Manuel
of Clearwater, Fla., and No. 2
seed Bunny Stockton of
Modesto, Calif., advanced in
'second round matches.
ney's most valuable player
after- a 34-point, 20-rebound
performance against Georgia
Southern.
Other members of the all-
tournament team were Ron
White, Furman; Matt Sim-
pkins, Georgia Southern; and
Shea and Maturo, both of
Yale. .
Johnny Thirdkill, a 6-7
senior forward from St. Loui
may join the Racers for the
1979 portion of their season, a
reliable source said Thursday. '
Thirdkill was ineligibile for
1978 because of academic
problems. He averaged 9.2
points and 5.9 rebounds a
game for Murray last year
divisional playoff victorrover
the Rams. Both teams cap-
tured record-tying sixth
straight division crowns to set
up this weekend's rematch. ,
It seems time for the
Vikings' hex over LA to end.
_Dallas should have no trouble
with Atlanta in the other NFC
playoff. In the American
Football Conference, we like
Pittsburgh at home over
Denver and, on nothing
stronger than a hunch,
Houston over New England.
The Picks: '
Rams 23, Vikings 10
It used to be that Los
Angeles blamed all its
problems against the Vikings
on having to play in frigid
Minnesota. So last year, when
All Our Customers
Are Senior Citizens














The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money
Try Our Discount Cosh Price 
4, • Uncle Jeff's
Safe-Illicount 
041So. Pharmacy "7s,i-075
WE FILL STATE NEDICIID PUSCRIPTION 
the Rams earned the home
field edge, they nearly
drowned in a rainstorm and
the Vikings won again.
With Fran Tarkenton
around, anything's liable_ to
happen. Tarkenton set
National Football League
season records for com-
pletions with 345 and attempts
with 572, as well as individual
highs for yardage with 3,468
and touchdowns with 25. He
also threw 32 interceptions
and against the Rams, he'll be
testing the NFL's No.1 pass
defense.
Cowboys 30, Falcons 14
Now, if Atlanta rubs a
magic lamp with 30 seconds to
go ...
Forget it. The Falcons will
need more than their routine
last-minute miracle to beat
Dallas.
The Cowboys have reached
their peak at- just the right
time and carry a six-game
winning. streak into the
pñaioffs. Their incentive is the
des e to .become the first
team tG win three Super Bowls
and this is the first step.
Steelers 20, Broncos 13
Now you know why Pitt-
sburgh was sO enthused about
beating Denver in, that
"meaningless" game. two
weeks ago. Playing at Denver,
the Steelers' regulars ran up a
21-0 halftime lead and seemed
able to do whatever they
wanted to against the Bron-
cos' defense.
Denver made it close in the,
second half against the
Steelers' subs 'but they'll be
facing the first team all the
way this week and with the
game in Pittsburgh, the crowd
will be hostile, too.
Oilers 17, Patriots 14
Houston is operating, on
efilMtion now and that's an
important edge over New
England. Dan Pastorini and
Earl Campbell help, too.
The memory of overcoming
a 23-0 deficit in New England
the last time the Oilers met
the Pats won't hurt Houston,
either.
Jockey Navarro Struck, Killed •
MIAMI (AP) —The rain
was so heavy you couldn't see
the backstretch from the
grandstand when lightning
struck and killed jockey
Niconar Navarro at Calder
Race Course.
ninth in the second race
Thursday on Noble Mischief.
He was running to get out of
the storm when he was struck.
Two track valets were running
alongside him, and escaped
serious injury from the same
Navarro, 25, had finished strike.
CORN-AUSTIN'S






We NM Close all day Saturdal and Monday preparing for sale.
Murray Ledger & Times
.„
Kenrr(Erwin (center) battles with South Hopkins' Faron Brothers in lost night's Calloway County 78-76 loss to the Tomcats in the
first round of the Caldwell Couto Invitational Tournament. At left is Ricky Garland (43.) The Laker: face University Heightf forthird place in a 7 p.m. game tonight. Story, page 8. Staff photo by Tony WiLion
Well, open ,a savings account at Home Federal so you won't

















Annual Rote Net it^nual Yield
5.25% 5.39%
S1.00 minimum dep
All savings accounts are COMPOUNDED DAILY




"3 Paducah locations plus an office in Murray and La Con/6r." *
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
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semensw gar
Sten Resides firas op a shot attempt over South Hopkins' Terry Yarbroagh (25) arid Floyd Minaphrios in action daring tit* C.aldwoll
County Invitartioaal Timintansent la Princeton last night. Rushing scond 17 points, bat Calloway Gaiety fell 78-76.
Bruins Back On Track
UCLA Mauls California-; Texas Tech Upsets Michigan
By FRANK BROWN slipped to 8 points this time.
AP Sports Writer "I will be glad to see even
The UCLA Bruins and All- two people guarding me," said
American forward David Greenwood.
Greenwood are paying the
..."--price of fame. The third-
ranked Bruins made headlines
by losing 75-72 to unrated
Stanford Wednesday night,
tesLs bef_ore„tallingrin.§44nforgi
-=7:111314-Culleuw9C4-"..4137.1-441.- for theirfirst. 'Mein. cr--Iffross--nearly 20 points per game .
entering that contest — under Coach Gary Cun-
managed just 11. ningham.
UCLA reversed the brief We underestimated
'slide Thursday night, pasting Stanford," said Cunningham
C.ahfornia 95-67. But Green- after Thursday night's
wood, peering out oc- triumph. -A loss never
casionally from a sea of you, but I think it helped us in
Golden Bears defenders, this situation. We were just
That started a new con-
ference winning streak for the
Bruins, who had . won 17
consecutive divisional con-
Lakers' Rally Falls Short;
South Hopkins Triumphs
cruising along because we opening-round of the Glacier
were rated so high and these Bowl round-robin at
teams. weren't rated. But we Anchorage, Alaska, and No. 10
came to play tonight." Louisville downed 'Wisconsin
And unrated Texas Tech 70-53 in first-round play at its
came to play when it faced. Holiday tourney.
eighth-ranked Michigan in a At the Rainbow Classic in-first-round game at the, Sun Honolulu, Arizona State edged
Carnival tournament in El Harvard 81-77 in overtime and
-Pma, Texas: As. a_result1hn:4urdttc.-_-_-pioadered: .7116**6-7—
Aggies came away with an 87- College 82-54; Furman's
85 upset — the only major Paladins retained their
surprise in Thursday's action. Poinsettia Classic crown with
Meanwhile, No. 4 Michigan a 105-83 romp. over Georgia
State clubbed Washington Southern, and Southern
State, 98-52 in first-round ac- Alabama nipped Louisiana
tiori at the Far West Classic; Tech 71-69 to win the Senior
sixth-ranked Illinois trimmed Bowl tournament at Mobile,
Western Michigan 84-79 in the Ala.
ECAC Tourney, With No. 1 Duke,
Lends Garden Power Once More
Jay WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW,YORK — The Garden
vibrated with excitement. One
might have thought the
calendar had been turned




basketball was the winter king
in this throbbing metropolis
and the old Madison Square
Garden. corner of Eighth
Avenue and 50th Street, was
the castle.
Fans flocked to see the
doubleheaders, featuring the
nation's finest teams. The
18,000-seat arena always as
filled to capacity. They cal
it the "House that Ned Irish
Built.••
The pros, if there was a
conflict, were shunted over to
the 69th Regiment-Armory.
Then came the point-
shaving mess of the 1950s and
1960s and, with it; lingering
death.
College basketball in the
• Garden never was the same —
that is, until Duke, the nation's
No.1 college team, and its
collection of fine athletes
showed up for this weekend's
27th ECAC Holiday Basketball
Festival.
."We expect a sellout for
both spssions," said Eddie
Donovan, referring to the
Duke-Ohio State, St. John's-
Rutgers doubleheader tonight
and Saturday's battle of the-
winners. "We have only a few
seats left — but we're already
up to the blues." The blue
seats are where the roof
begins.
"We were lucky to get
Duke," added the general
manager of the professional
New York Knicks an ar-
chitect of the Garden's oll
basketball program. "We got .
them committed two or tbree
years ago before anybody had
any idea they would be on top
of the polls."
The presence of the flabby
Duke team, with such stars as
Mike Gminski, Gene Banks
and Jim Spanarkel, seemed to
give the new and transplanted









• South of Murray on
d Murray-Paris Road.
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Gospel 1readcast: Sunday 1:31 AA.
WNBS RADIO 1340)
Searching the Scriptures: &today 12:31 P.N.
at..
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits Youh
BOYS -
Paducah Tilghman MI-nationa)
St Mar) 62 Marshall Co 25
Mayfield 72 Lone Oak Si
Livingston Central IS Heath 40
Paducah 1110iman 80 Carbide Co 63
Fayette C. lavitatiesel
Lex Lafayette 73 Shelby Co $7
Bryan Station 67 Tates iirit 50
Besse Co Maitatleasi
09.1. 73 Walton Verona $2
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Coo Hely Creel it Cee Catlwin- 57
Newport Cath 70 roe Holmes 67
NFL
Nalboad Football League Mayon'
At A Glaser









Houston it New England
. Nellewel Coiffeurs
Mamma IS Us Angeles
Jam 7
You could have imagined
that Bill Foster, the youthful
Duke coach, was Ron Guidry
or Pete Rose the way the TV
and radio guys scrambled to
get him on their microphones
andrthe pencilipushing pririt
press fought ti lure him into a
few words of deathless
wisdom.
"It's terrific," said Foster.
"I remember coming to the
Garden when I was a kid to see
the featured doubleheaders
and the National Invitation
Tournament. It was a great
'Ti
thrill."
Foster grew up in Eastern
Pennsylvania, attended
Elizabethtown College . and
Temple, coached high school
basketball in Philadelphia for
six yeats before launching his
cbllege coaching career.
"Every night down there is
like New Year's Eve,"'Ibe
adds,- referring to the highly
competitive Atlantic Coast
Conference, "and it's that way
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Ricky Garkied lamp shoots over talsoloorti Hopkins players in
Semi - Thew Stafford, 12; Peed Numpirles, 13; Menet Senor, 13;
last eight's 72-76 CaBoway. County loss in first-round action ofleranicskimiD vreisudy7; len7 Yorkroalk, 71; Nike letiosell. 1; 51‘72411‘.
13 11 22 21- ri the CaWwei County Invitational Tournament. The Laker' take
Seetti Neeides 16 It It 25 • is as University Heights in the consolation game tonight.
By TONY WILSON
Sports Utter •
PRINCETON, Ky. — It's not
that Clayton Hargrove didn't
think his Calloway County
basketball team had a chance
of winning. It's just that after
the first half, he was wary of
what was going to happen.
"We missed seven free
throws in the first half," said
the Laker head coach, "and I
was afraid they would come
back to haunt us." They did —
inrectly — as Calloway
dropped a 78-76 decision to
South Hopkins in opening
action of the Caldwell County
Invitational Tournament last
..‘rugTheht. 
loss dropped the Lakers
to 2-6, And they will face
University Heights, which lost
to Caldwell' County, in the 7
p.m. consolation game
tonight. The championship tilt
wiThil fe°11°Ilgtione ended in much the
same fashion as the entire
second half was played --
hectically. The lead changed
hands 11 times during the two
quarters, and Calloway
County took its last advantage
at 54-53 with six seconds left in
the third period on Scott
Barrow's baseline 15-footer.
But the Tomcats responded
by'-hutscoring the Lakers 10-3
over the next two minutes to
jump to to a 63-56 advantage
with five minutes left in the
game.
-We could have lain down
and died then," said
Hargrove, "but our kids never
gave up." Indeed, Calloway
pulled within a single point
several times thereate and
had a chance to. tie the.  game 
with•-en-Sec--"dh&left.- —
The Lakers forced a South
Fulton tifthover and called a
timeout trailing 76-74. On the
trip downcourt, however,
Calloway lost possession
'without getting off a shot, and
the Tomcats iced the contest
on Trent Hayes' two free
throws with three seconds
remaining.'
Ricky Garland and Stan
Rushing paced the Lakers
with 17 points each, and Craig
Rogers added 14. Rogers saw
his first action since injuring
an ankle several weeks ago.
"Craig gave us that outside
shooting that we were
lacking," said Hargrove. "I
thought he and Scott Barrow
played a good game at the
guards."
Barrow sank five field goals
and hit all five of his free -
throws for 15 points.
South Hopkins, now 6-5, was
led by center Terry Yar-
brough's 22 poikts. FICu-nphries
and James SharEltr chipped in
13 each and Stafford added 12.
The Tomcats hit 32-of -62
field-goal tries for 52 percent,
while the Lakers were good on
only M of 70 (40 percent). The
winners outrebounded
Calloway 40-35. Garland was
the only double-figure
rebounder (13) for the Lakers.
Two other Lakers who
missed the game due to in-
juries were center David
Cohoon and guard Terry
Paschall. Cohoon is out in-
definitely with a kidney
ailment, and -Paschall will
miss four-to-six weeks with a
separated shoulder.
Calloway grabbed its first
loclat.114bau Bushing's_
--In with '3"ItIfteff lic-the-first"
period. But the Tomcats
erupted for a 17-7 spurt to
bath 110408 man..., Casty 76







burst ahead 27-18 six minutes
later.
Rushing's steal and layup
edged the Lakers within a
point at 213-25 with two minutes
left before South Hopkins took
a 35-32 halftime itad.
A driving layup by Garland
pulled Calloway even at 37-37
a minute into the second half,
and Rushing hit a 12-footer for
the game's last tie — 41-all
with 5:46 left.
Both center Kenny Erwin
and guard Kenny McCuiston
exited in the fourth period
with five fouls, and at one
time, the Lakers had a lineup
that averaged 5-9 in height.
• "We did a..good job with our
press, but we just couldn't
seem to get that key turnover
from them to gain any kind of
advantage," said Hagrove.
"It was the type of the game
that either team could have'






















Clemson Coach Says Gator Bowl
Clash Will Be 'My Biggest Game'
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Not long after 58 college
seniors show. their stuff for the
pro scouts at Montgomery,
Ala., Coach • Dan Ford of
Clemson will do his utmost to
Sports At A Glance
Basketball
8011.14
Florida' A&M 10, Bethwie-Cocdoran $5
MIDWEST
Creughten 71, Cleveland it IN
WIchsta IS IS, West Texas 84
Wis Aelwaskee M. Texas Southern 52
FAR WEST
Tema 71. U. of Pactfic 53
UCLA IS. Centuries 17
TOURNAMEWFS
Mt College Tormary
New Mexico St ,81, Southern Mkroblippl
Santa Clara In, New Orleans WI
inlay 1184127 Pint Round
711..Prasorkk NY 0, West Chester 61
Beaky 111,-10018td 10
8111114111Tmeary
Nebraska Nisesiel St (071
Oldsksene 42, Ramo IN. III
Seam, Inelletkinal
allnestern St 71, Cal Pety-SLO 74
Salmi Siete 16 Los Angela St 511
Cboo-Cloot amok
Team fluttanoogs Delta State 69
West Georgia 13, Toms Temple 86
Far Weddell*
Oregon State N, Saalde 74
Micingan State IS, Ilfaddagton State 52
Oledaramde
MOM" wawa laduipm 71
Laulrollendill*Clansie
Lewisville 70, Wisealla $3
Miss St. N. Orel 1101rts 41
Meow City Vesivemsei
Rhode Island W. DamIS
Detrott lit New Nampikke 74
Pacemoker Omsk
1.0aesna IS, Hauges Baptist IS
r,rembling 0, Georgie St. 8/
Pouteetts Omsk ,
Furman Ill, Geo Ilestbara 83
easslattm
Yee 71, Parra), St. II .
Ralekew Omsk •
Purdue N, Roston Came 14
Arksons St IN lisrvard 77
Isollse Bowl
ammpiessidp
SeetKAMOsene 71, Lesbian Terh 111
• reseskillea
Cmgemry MINN Pee? 72
/Mime Bowl
Alabama IS. eradkry 84
- lira* 101, Propellant* N Aff hrladontleP, Saint to deter
IleaCeralvol mined
-....-1narClamier4•714semerraltrIT----ft-wre risimmiiiirtswewe to bd SWF'
Texas Tett 17, Itichlgasi IS misled
Tomperlat 4•41 • Imam Jos. tl
Central Plod& NB Ble0 SUM' BOWL XIII
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New York IN, Washington 10
Cleveland Ill, sea Dime 114
Um Antonio 112, Illeyeakee 10
altrage in, Denver 1117
Moeda Ile, PorUend in,
Prkby's Genes
Itaisees(Sty at New Jersey, (n
▪ 09N11 at Niroll, fe)
AIWA& et PINONNIIN. (n1
Dorm et Chisees. (a)
st amele. in)
M▪ issies at WI* (a)
Om Orlon oi 041an Sum. (a)
Peilleelat Lee Moles, (s)
8asseday's awes ,
Lwow City at New Yea-.
Onnver at Mialla, re)
New jersey IS 0•0101101. (1)
goo Dow of In au •
UM MAMA at PlimaIstm. le I
Meted lisuatell. 1111













impress another football VIP
— Coach Woody Hayes of Ohio*
State — in the Gator
"This is the biggest game of
my life as a head coach,"-said
the 30-year-old Ford, who also
faces his first game as head
coach when he sends his
Tigers into the Gator Bowl
against Hayes' - Buckeyes
tonight. I
"We are playing a super,
team with a great tradition,"
said Ford, who took the team
over early this month after
Charley Pell left to take the
head coaching job at Florida.
"My only advantage may be
that I've been reading Coach
Woody Hayes' book and know
more about him than he knows
about me.'
Hayes, .completing his 28th
year at the Buckeyes' helm,
knows the seventh-ranked
Tigers won the Atlantic 'Coast
Conference crown with a 10-1
record. Ohio State, by com-
parison, was 7-3-1 and ranked
20th in the nation.
"Clemson is much more
diversified than any passing
team we faced," he said. "I
respect them."
And Ford, of courke,
respects Hayes and CtO
State. - •
"I have butterflies, but I
hope they go away when the
ball is kicked off," said the
coach.
That won't happen until 9
p.m. EST, some seven hours
after Blue met Gray at
Montgomery': in an all-Star
contest that may decide the
futures of many pro hopefuls.
• "If I get drafted or if I get a
shot at pro ball could depend
on what I do here," said wide
receiver Jeffrey Morgan .
Keel's Purchase Tire
is Murray's Only RECAP SHOP
We Now Have
Mud, Snow and Highway
Recaps In Mott Sizes
All Tires Guaranteed
Like A New Tire
Don't wait until the first snow
purchase your snow tires today!
Keel's PurchaseTwe
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U.S. Delegation
By TERRY A. ANDERSON
Associated Press Writer
TAIPEI, Taiwan ottP).„— A
much-harassed U.S.
delegation trying to -plot the
course :of relations with
Taiwan after diplomatic ties
end Jan. 1 left quickly for
home today, and a U.S. source
said the abrupt departure ifas
for ''securtty, security,
security."
During their stay, thousands
of protesters hurled eggs,
tomatoes and mud at the
Americans, one Taiwanese set
himself on fire and. :the
newspaper China News-said
another chopped off his left
index finger and wrote "I love
NEW YEAR'S EYE
DISCO DANCE
Dec. 31, 1978-8:00 p.m.
Jaycee Building
Adults 18 and Over
Tickets:
Sunset Blvd., Chuck's Musk--"
$7.00 Per Pers(zn
Leaves Taiwan For Home Today
#
my country" in blood on a
piece of wIlite linen.
After a windup, 35-minute
session with Nationalist of-
ficials, the American
delegation led by Deputy
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher walked out of the
Grand Hotel, got- Intb
limousines and went to the
military airport for a U.S.
Navy flight to Washington.
They ref uied to speak to
reporters, and despite press
credentials for the departure
issued eaclier during the day,
correspondents were stopped
at the gate of the airport. A
few minutes. later, U.S.
Embassy officials issued a
statement In Christophefs
name.
. The staterneatiaid: '
"My eagues and I have
useful and extensive
-- 4Xchange of views with
President Chiang (Ching-kuo)
and officials of his govern-





manner. They mark the
beginning of an important
process, and I do believe we
have made a good start.
"Both of our peoples have•
benefited from close cultural,
economic and other
relationships in the past. We
expect and hope that these wilt
continue. •
"The talks we have had are 7
a step in that direction. We
look forward to contin '
these discussions hreind in
Washington in.--the coming'
weeks." _
CHICAGO (AP) — -The
Decorative Designs of Frank
Lloyd Wright" will be
exhibited at the David and
Alfred Smart Gallery of the
University of Chicago Jan. 10
through Feb. 25, 1979.
Seventy examples of these
designs as well as a selection




Christopher and his party left.
Knots of flag-waving
Taiwanese demonstrated in
front of the Foreign Ministry
when he and his delegation
arrived for their next-tolast
session.
The U.S. delegation almost
went home Th y after
10,000 Tas. nese demon-
stra against Carter's
ion and a protesting taxi
driver set himself afire and




suffered slight cuts Wed-
nesday when the windshield of
their limousine was shattered
by 10,000 other protestors. But
the talks resumed after








But Cannon said Tsiang's
tone quickly changed when he
declared that the, Carter
administration did not have
-any justifiable cause at all to
unilaterally announce its
intention to terminate the
defense treaty which, as you,
Free For The Asking !
write .
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 4207.1
•
know, is a treaty of alliance."
While diplomatic relations
will end Jan. 1, Carter has said
the defense treaty will remain
in effect through 1979 and that
America will continue to sell
Taiwan selected" defente
arms. -
Tsiang said he did not uh-
derstand how the defeniie
treaty could remain in effect if
diplomatic ties are broken.
All Types 8 Sizes
Put A Bong Sparkle 8 War in your
CHRISTMAS 8 NEW YEARS
LONGVIEW
ONE STOP
I V2 miles east of Paris Landing Bridge TN u
S. 79, 1st slop on right
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Phone 615-232-6801
)OUR. CHOICE SALE OF
TOP -LABEL SOUNDS
































































1 (ver....Duirnund Gals Eg een)
.............e.••••""  The Way We Were ,
Stoney end
• BOSTO)(
- DON T LOOK BACK
.noud.ng,Fehr Sattitted A Man IIt Neve, BeIts EaSV Party Used TO Bad News
THE BEST OF
EA Rift. WIND & FIRE
VOLUME
.ncluatng
Septembet Got To Get You into IN, 1_,te
SmpaSdhg Sh.hmq Star
That s The Way Of The WOrld
KANSAS.
TWO FOR THE 
SHOW
mok.c10•S
cs' IF On WweN4rd 
Son;Dar•I Its: 
W.110























Greatest Hits Vol. II
EICITH, WIND, & FIRE
Greatest Hits
NEIL DIAMOND /
You Don't Bring Me Flowers
Ted Aitsced
Akekeed *k4/401a
rfghtSP4sta;Vivskres T.d.p Stiamitored WArt 
u,s
Cem 
.90tytytn,14aMe'n>tia Peteiun %peg You 
ELIO
Specially Priced




1-6 Sunday Acres Of Fre* Parking
Equal Opportunity 
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RULES:
1. Winning baby must be born in this county.
2. Parents must be residents of this county.
3. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending physician.
4. Parent must apply to the Murray Ledger & Times to Receive
Prizes













For Mr. or Miss 1979
SECURITY FEDERAL







Educator Spoon & Fork
for the First Baby of 1979
Compliments of
Lindsey's Jewelry
1st Pair of Baby Shoes
For Mr. or Miss 1979
1 Case Baby Formula
-To Mr. or Miss 1979
Clinic Pharmacy
5th & Walnut 753,8302
Gift Certificate
for
Miss or Mr. 1979
child,..', Fashions
Step,aeadder
A Num 9.6 6,06..sai. A9ir Shopping Center9
A Sayings Account
Now Open
For Mr. or Miss 1979
lee" 
at
Bank of MurrayShoe Store
A Baby Sleeper
For Mr or Miss 1979
our
2 Dinners Of Choice
For The Parents Of
Miss or Mr. 1979
6th Month Baby. Picture
Of Mr. or Miss 1979
creative photography.
y CURTIS & MA.YS:16CURRAX
104 miiis street - • kentuckv 42071
02-753-7360'
3 Cases of Baby feed




To Mr or Miss 1979
From
2 Catfish Dinners
For The Parents of -




For Mr. or Miss .1W9
P.N. Hirsch & Co.
.w 02crr—riparro121
la
Ten Silver Dollars  











A $15.00 Gift Certificate
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
I. LEGAL NOTICE 
I. -DEAN Dix, a r:n _riot
responsible for any debts





requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corr•c lion. This
newspaper will be

















(IM MO  753-5131
Neese
Wady  • -759-4141
Comarshensive
Care  753-6622
Pens, Cashel . . 753-7588
Win Citheas . . 753-0929
Redline  753-1118
learn To Read . .  753-221S
foster
Parenting  753-5162
Airport . . 489-2111
Parents'Anontmovs, 759-1792,













































1 Pop's mate month
4 Doom 6 Gott mound
8 Recpnt 7 Lamb's pen 
.10 SPRAT AS,0:
A 0 A T,R 0 P EIt Theater box '' name
12 Adam's son 8 Tease GAL ROTE ACER
13 Eon 9 Transgres A R ON A I LOIN
14 Near 10 Existed T CT PI STOGIE
15 Almbnd, e g 11 Young lady II T $NAPSHOTS
17 Ducks 16 Above U P.,A A E $
19 music as 18 Plunge ....- p E il 
written. 20 Ventilate
-tt ._ ----, _ '• 274.r-I_Fat ._ --/- A
71 Succor i 25 Brim
71 Dance step 22 Abate
26 Tow ' 29 Yes vottnar-'e AlrA P NIT I E
ILL.
mar A STERN 
CO T
S hi,
28 Frolic 30 Still P ElV/ ORES; E
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31
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I. LEGAL NOtICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE
ADVANCE PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF INTENT
Y THE COFY OF CALLOWAY TO FILE A COM-




OF TITLE I OF THE HOUSING di COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974, AS AMENDED.
The primary goal of the Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) program is the development of
viable Communitigs through the provisioof decent
housing, economic opportunities and a suitable living
envirordnent principally for persons of low and
I moderate incomes. In order to achieve this goal, the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
r HUD) makes available 100% grants on a competitiver basis to cities of under 50,000 population and rural
counties throughout Kentucky. -
Pursuant to 24CFR 570.431 and the County of
Calloway's desire to inform all interested citizens of
the opportunity which exists for participation in the
formulation and subsequent finalization of a ;reap-
plication request to HUD, public hearings are
scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Jan. 3, 1979, Dexter com-
munity Triter and 7:30 p.m., Jan. 17,1979, Dexter com-
munity center.
Activities which may be undertaken with CDBG
financial support are wide ranging in nature but must
be consistent with one or more of the following'
program objectives: (1) support realistic and at-
tainable strategies for expanding low and moderate in-
come housing opportunities; (2) promote decon-
centration of lower-income housing; (3) promote more
rational land use; (4) provide increased economic op-
portunities for low and moderate income persons; (5)
correct deficiencies in public facilities which affect the
public health or safety, especially of low and moderate
income persons. Further details concerning specific
eligible activities will be discussed upon request at the
forthcoming public hearings.
There are two separate grant programs provided by
CDBG Small Cities Federal regulations - Single Pur-
pose and Cornprehttsivt. A Single Purpose program
will provide funds for one or more projects designed to
meet a specific community development need in the
  areas of housing, deficiencies in public facilities which
affect the public health and safety, or economic con-
ditions. A Comprehensive program must meet all of
the following criteria: (1) address a substantial portion
of the identifiable community development needs
within a defined concentrated area; (2) involve two or
more activities that bear a relationship to each other
and which either in terms of sort or necessity are
carried out in a coordinated manner; (3) have
beneficial impact withtn a reasonable period of time;
(4) be developed through assessment of the applicant's
community development, housing, and economic
needs.
• - The Area-Office-of -111M-has astahhehedlor-
p4 Year 1979 maximum grant amount of $500,000.00 for
Single Purpose programs and $1,000,000.00 for Com-
prefiensive programs.
Citizens are encouraged to offer suggestions and
proposals concerning potential CDBG activities and
projects for Dexter/Almo. Written proposals will be
accepted before Jan. 24, 1979. Please forward to Gale
Readel, Calloway County Judge Ex. Office, P.O. Box
350, Murray, KY. 42071, 753-0799. ProposaLs will be
responded to within 15 working days of receipt by the
anty.
Additional program information, including a sum-
mary of the CDBG Small Cities Program, March 1,
1978 CDBG Small Cities Program Federal regulations,
and a citizen participation plan are available for public
inspection during the hours of 8:00 a.m: to 5:00 p.m.
at:Calloway County Judge Ex. office, P. 0. Box 350,




















be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before
lication.
FOR WATKINS Produc s,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 751.3128. 
GOD IS LOVE.; If you would
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 759 4600. 24 ,
hour phone; not a tape. Bible
Facts.
DO YOU EVER USE
THE EXCUSE "THE
DEVIL MADE ME DO
IT?" CALL 759-4444_




Waitress, APPIY to per-
sea. Jerry's
Ilestavrast, S. 12th St.
IS. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
FOR SALE: Carson's
Grocery store, good location
Kirksey. 'Por information




travel agent with experience
needed tit open agency in
Mayfield Wets. Must satisfy
ACT requirements. Liberal
benefits with salary
negotiable. Apply to P.O.
BoX' 381, Mayfield, KY 42066.
Alf resumes will be highly
cent iderittaf•
liffa ars now wellne winsittereaceow ss, 3 di.
fade corepenios. For best
mhos coated Eliseo la-
cermet wad Rai Estate, 303
N. 1201 • 753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good useci
moble homes. Call 502-527-
1362.





washer made by Roper
is good condition,
$150. Call 7534322 at-
ter 4:00 pm.
DATSUN TOPPER. One hot
water heater, 32 gallon, good
condition. One pair French
doors 753 9992 or 753-3191. 
FOR SALE: Fisher baby
-bear wood burning • stove.
Oneyear old. 753-9660. 
2.340TICIE 2, NOTICE
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors. Storm windows
and doors repaired. Glass'
table tops and shelves
Shower doors and patio
doors. Store front work and
Plexsglass and wingow glass
• replaces iv( s-GrATs,--rtts=
Coldwater Rd, 753-0180
'Was 
IT'S A NEW COURSE...
7141Nic IT'S JUST
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AS SOON AS I SAW























TO ,HOR ROW r
THEY'RE RECERRING -no me

















YOU GOT THAT N-1
• STORY FROM ME
• LAST WEEl-c
If 'NAT'S IT CERTAINLY
TERRiBi...E1 -IS
I Mi..45,1" EeivE PR HENRY
PLENTY OF-NOTICE








r-Rom Now co4I wAriT THEM
TO ,CAu- me THAT
TO trti, FACE!


























21/2 miles north of
Murray on 641. Call
753-4566 and ask for
Robert, Nell or Jo Or















Mainland China' at the Green SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
24. huscau.kofsous
A L.ITTLE PUDGY over.
weight downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modif 'cation! A mew ap
proach! For information call
759-4536. 
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed, $22.88. 36 month
guarantescl, 80 amp, $26.99






North Court Square, 145-.410tc,
Paris, TN, 
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
538, 1.5 hp, 71,4 inch blade,:22 99, model 574, 14is hp, 71/4
inch blade, $34.99, model 559
ball bearing, 2 hp, 714 Inch.




person to take up payment on
25 inch color t. v. under
warrenty. Clayton's for
merly J & B Music, 753-7575. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE: 17 foot travel
trailer with new Simmons
twin bed, shower, sink, stove,
refrigerator, air conditioner,
with new 7 X 10' metal
stora9e building, 1 mile to
Kentucky Lake. 474-8843. 
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753-4074
or 753- 1311.  •
24' X 60' GLENBROOK. 2
bedroom with den and large
cypress stoi porch. 753-0779
after 5 pm. 
1968, 12' X 55' mobile home. 2
bedrooms, underpinned.
Located Fox Meadows
trailer court. 753-4587. . 
1974 12' X "60' TWO
BEDROOM trailer, all
electric, furnished, central
air, under pinned and
storage building. Located al
Fox Meadows Trailer
Courts. CAII 247-7386 after 4
pm
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOME for rent,
Dill's trailer court, located at
Murray Drive Inn Theatre
entrance. See Brandon Dill, 
TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, $125 per month, $25
deposit. Call 753-5750. 







Ph 1901 i479-29116 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn
DON'T GET caught out in
the snow! Just pull your car
into this 3 car carport and go
inside this beautiful 3
bedroom, 2 bath _borne with
central heat and air, also a
large brick patio and a
professionally landscaped




Over 3A180 eq. ff. 5th,.
lorgelat ea N. 108 isztanded.
Ras fit basemiat, carnal
pi beat, mini air, 3 WINO








FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imaginatio* and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 atre lot Ath tall
pine trees. Small but
economical wIth energy
saving heat , Perfect for




FIVE ACRES inside city
limits. Ideal for commercial
or apartment project. If you
have been thinking about a
business project and you
- need land, this is ideal The
cost of this property is lass
than some commerical lots.
Call 'theNELSON SKROAT
' CO., REALTORS, 159 1-707.
seesimmammewarinferhe 
..-113pr, Dixieland Cellte_r_Ort heater..Deluxe cabinet.
"rtieTs-trtut • "tBIT frl5rt d5t5FrEnfid:- - _
SALE REVERE ware,
copper bottom, save 40
' percent on 1, 11/2, 2, and 3
quart sauce pans. Double 30. BUS. RENTALS
boilers, 1/2 and 2 quart, 4I/2
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt, stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
We ;uy, Se •r irode
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances
- Hodge & Son, Inc.
. Iu




Service in Paducah call I-
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: Used Singer
sewing machine, zig•zag, all
regular attachments, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed,
full cash price, 139.50. Call
Martha Hoppar, 354-6521.
19. FARM EQUIP.
MODEL 933 CAT track en.
dloader. 753 3139 • 
22. MWSICAL 
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN
FOR SUE Used high
back piano. Approx. 60
years old, in good con-
dition; needs tuning,
$150. Call 753-5322 af-
ter 4:00 p.m.
CONN TRUMPET and case
for sale, excellent condition.
Priced to Sell. Call 753.0806-
\ 23 EXTERMINATING 
3. CARD OF THANKS 
-WE WOULD like to extend a
special thank you to all of the
Fisher Price employees.
You, the employees, made it
possible for us to have a
Merry Christmas. We want
to thank all of you for keing
such. wonderful people And
caring so much. Also we
Would like to thank all of the
nurses and the,doctors who
took care of me while I was in
the hospital Thank you to
everyone who sent cards,
flowers, or gave a phone call.
It all meant so very enrich.
Thank everyone for
everYthigg Yeu have done.
God bless you all, Victor and
Shelia Litchfield. 
5. LOST S FOUND'
FOUND: LONG haired
female cat Panorama
Shores area Describe to
Claim. Call 436 2603. 
LOST: OLD Englilh Sheep
dog in Panorama Shores
area. Weighs 85 pounds and
answers to the name of
Winston Reward. Call 436-
2659 anytime 
6. HELP WANTED...'
BABY SITTER to stay in my
home for 3 year old.
Responsible adult. Call 753-
0363 after 530 pm. 
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St . Murray._ .
FULL TIME and part time
help for day shifts end night
Shifts. No phone calls please
Burger Queen, Murray,
TEXAS OIL Company needs
mature person for short trips
surrounding 'Murray. Con





5 - 10 am to L00 PM. Am!. at
Souyiside Restaurant. 
• WANTk0 NIGHT Manager










Hardware in Pari, TN. 
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State UniverSity
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas 'heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT ' 
NICE ./FU NISHED apar.
tment. lrtui 100 S 13th St. 
33.ROO4iS R RENT 
ROOM FtOR RENT in large
house, fully furnished, in-
cluding washer and dryer. 2
blocks from University. $65
per month, all utilities fur-
nished. 436-2411. .
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
EXTREMELY NICE. 3
bedroom house for rent, 1
bath, nice swimming pOol,
immediate occupancy. 753-
6086 or 502-965-2215. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom"
house in city limits, deposit
and ref rences required. Call
753-9924 after 3:30 pm. 
FOR RENT: 4 room house, -
bath, couples only, deposit.
$95 per month. 492-8360. - 
TWO BEDROOM house,
carpeted. No pets. Available
now Also portable dish.,
washer, $100. 753-3942". • "
t WO BEDROOM house in.







Prof eminal St-r, It
Wittill‘,Vriendl• Tow h
LET US SHOW YOU










105 N. 12th St.
POST 45-
Will be having a dance Friday and
Saturday night, Dec. 29th and 30th
featuring Gene Woods.
Members must have reservations for
Sunday night's New Year's Eve party.












in Murray. Call 759- '
4140, Monday through
Friday, 9 till S.
7977 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, new car trade in.
1977 Oldsmobile „putlass Supreme, 4 door, extra
nice, new car trade in.
1977 Datum B-210, new car trade in.
1976 Pnrithic -Trans Am, all the fsztrss, young
man's dream: - •
1974 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, one owner, new car
trade in.
1976 Ford Pickup KLT with camper hull.
1975 Oldstaabila Cutlass Supreme Coupe, double
power and air.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, double
power and air.
1974 Pontiac Lemans Coupe, double power and
air.
1972 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser Wagon, double
power and air.
1969 Pontiac Fireball, convertible.










The Oroperty assessment books will be open to
list taxable property for the 1979 tax. year
beginning January 3, 1979, and extending thru
March 1, 1979.
The pffice_ of the property valuation ad-
ministrator is located on the first floor of the
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ANT TO MAKE MONEY ,
Jake a iooef at this 9 roOnl, 2
ant . brick located near
...J1gownicnen_ 'area Idea! for
' rofessional off ice orfea
- rtments Zoned business
-t us show yOu how your
Anoney can work for you
,,LORETTA JOBS
-1Z EAL TORS, 7 1492




Prufe.,..unal Senn. r •
With The Fnendiy Touch
SPOTLESSLY CLEA-
















fireplace in den, and
attractive comer . lot
location on quiet
residential street. Lots
of home for the money.
Priced in the $50's.
PHONE KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing Ser-
vice. -
IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
country...5' acres fenced for
horses...barn...3 bedroom
brick with well equipped
kitchen - built in range
refrigerator and dish
washer .Decorated to a
" T" ...When would you like to
see it? LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753 1492
ATTENTION LADIES AND MEN
SALES CAREER
MAN-SIZED INCOME-LIMITED TRAVEL
We are aawdaetarers of chemical speciahues for the aidaitrial to-
*national awl comercial market&
Our aeoceollet s jsupM sem e1e.5111 to 1,45.000 yeelly on a
-Iffmons Emig
0111moiltr injure gloom, plus
Excellent fringe banallts dowing. Illhoopment op-
vomitus)
If you are a hard worker with adrift doleilamosed, we Will in-
vest our time and palmy be help yam beam nom asocesifful Sales
eviperwoce optimal mit owpweieftionimisellike.
Yottosart bring to use agabb Wirt big= wine indication of
achievement Late modielearrapiewl. raatialiter:
An Equal Opp ruruty aftpirpiT •
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORPORATION
P. 0. Box 30310 .
MpAPHIS, TN. 38310
or phone toll free 1-800-238-5150
_
'978 in-.Tec Sybo,cate Inc •3160
"THIS THING YOU CALL A WHEEL
41. LOTS FOR SALE
SEVEN COMMERICAL kits,
located at the entrance of




41. HOMES FOR SALE 
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homelS,,
located in KirkseY, within
walking, distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 34 acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
ceilings. Living room,
bestrIms, and hall are
carp led. Kitchen,
washroom', and both full
baths have vinyl floors
Kitchen has plenty of
cabinets, eatIng counter and
built in appliances Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain - 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
GONK T COULP CAUSE F'ROBLEMS? s7ell. Call atter 5 pm. 489
, 38
Cut-the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Criss A,
TVA approved insulation
*Free Estimates.
Phone 753-6403 or 153-1191'
Barry Rose
insulation Co.
• HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE MOORS
Monda y-Fridav 7. 30-Noon
MO wale CUT Si NJ
For hospltal & house calls
day in advaace.
Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
SJIAVI $1.25


















SOME OF THESE PAYS "
13. REAL ESTATE  _ 13. REAL ESTATE 
Purdom & Thurman




South 121h ei Sy Q. mono
TELEPHONE 7531051
For $30,000.00 you can
buy this large, four'
bedroom home on four '





that could be finished
out. k,Let us show you
SMART START If you're
starting out or slowing'clown,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage. located
near downtown shop
ping, lots of trees and
shrubs for private ef
fect...yes, yours.. .for under














We have had ,many
inquiries regarding all
types of farm land and
acreage tracts. If you
have a farm or
acreage tract to sell,
contact us at 753-1222.
Also if you have been
wanting to purchase
acreage, contact us for
an update on proper-








present! A lovely home on 2
acres. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
lovely kitchen,' 2 car garage,
large utility. 11-X 17 outside
storage, fenced in beautifully
landscaped backyard and
more Located on Hwy 299,












With The Vriendiv Tooth
NEW YEAR! NEW
HOME! . . . First time
offered. . . Rare op-
portunity to buy brand










Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
it' N, Po•lar-Seatom







bath home that is
"neat as a pin" inside
and out. Excellent
well-built older home
that has been com-
pletely redecorated
and renovated.
Located in a quiet
residential neigh-
borhood. Priced to sell




petent real estate ser-
vice.
0. USED CARS
1933 CHRYSLER, 300 White,
clean, good shape One
owner sic() Ca11753 3779 •
_ .
'The Ga . Saver5"
Murray
Datsun,
604 So. 12th St.
1977 DAT5LiN B-210 Har
chback, ' 4-speed, AM-FM
radio, $3295. Call 437.4504. 
1965 DODGE -* 'DART.
Excellent motor. Very




brown and white 'with all_
extras. Call 759-1140.
194 ..FORD BRONCO,
Straight shift, air con-
ditioning, real good con-
dition. 753-5900 or 753-4439. 
FOR SALE: 1971 Chevelle.
Power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, low





A 10% penalty was added on November 1, 1978, to all'
unpaid 1978 city of Murray ,Property tax bills. Un-
paid bills become delinquent on January 1, 1979 and
under the authority of KRS 92.650 arid KRS 92.680,
the City of Murray will immediately after January
1, 1979 institute procedures to file liens on all proper-
_ties subject to sale for unpaid taxes.
JO CRASS, CITY CLERK
WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPT1ONS







Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, precut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
11. USED CARS
FOR SALE 1966 Mustang
753 7155.
1971 FORD
automatic, double pgwer and
LTD,
air, S1600. 1967, Buick-
LeSabre, 4 door, good con-
dition. $1350. Phdne 1-354--
4217 
1973 HONDA, • automatic.
$1200 or best offer. Call 753.
6534 Or 759,1155. • 
1972 OLDSMOBILE.* LIKE
new, no rust, clean, loaded
with extras. 7511261. 
1973 PLYMOUTH CUSTOM
Suburban stationwagon..ipr*
-owner. Power and air, crtllse
control, excellent condition.
S1050. Call 48912595. 
SO. USED TRUCKS 
1976 BLAZER, 4-wheel drive,
extra nice interior, sharp on
the -outside. 753.1480 or 759.
,4844. 
1970 CHE.VitOLET PICK
UP. Automatic, power, and
V-8!Call 753-9951. 
197/ FORD 4-WHEEL drive,
F-150 short wheel base. 753-
8533 days, 753-6132 nights. 
S1. CAMPERS - 
ALMOST NEW 28 foot
Marauder travel trailer. Air
conditioned and central heat.
Alt self contained. Excellent
condition. .$6000 firm. Call
collect, Mayfield, 247.6248 or
• 247.8755.
51. CAMPERS  _
1971 MODEL 32 FOOT
Nomad travel trailer. 8 X 32'
house trailer, needs some
repair. 753-3139.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1




steps, free estimates. 753-
5476. 
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large lobs. Call 437-4560
and if no answer, 437-4670.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references. V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning 753 5827 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts, Magic




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489,2774. 
EXPERIEletti CAR-
PENTER will do Carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes,
Call 759 1405 or 437-4351.
53. SlgRVIACES OFFERED  _ Sl. seRvicgs OFFERED
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call-Sears 7537310 for
free- .estimates for your
needs. 




753,2310 for tree estimates. 
.1P4UlATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown





Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435 4527. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears; save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates. --,-
JOE HASTINQS tree ser-
vice. Topping and removal.
Call (901) 642 7329 any time,
collect. Paris, TN. Free
estimates. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do




call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak S25-rick. Call
John t•-.l.r at 73-8536.
PIANO TUNING and repda
after  
6 Jpoem. Jackson 753.7149
ROOFING, FLAT cos
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes, 15 years
experience. Call 435-4173. 
ROOFING:4', excellent
references Call •7S3-1486
between 7 am anci 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. r 
SHEET ROCK hanging, free
estimates. Call 502-527-9637
after 5 pm. 
likET BASEMENT? We
rri-ake wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Con_7st2r6l).ction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1-
4470
S6. FREE COLUMN 
FREE PUPPIES. Call 489-
2669 after 5:30 pm. 
FREE: BLACK and white
male kitten, 5 months Old,
evenincishousebroken.. 753-3994,
Si. WANTED 
MATURE LADY wishes to
clean house. References. 436-
2775 after 6 or 7531555 before








Start The New Year
Off Right






Save Hundreds of dollars during the -
- Ist-of theyeat trearance sale
Over 100 Homes in Stock
. To Choose From In
12 & 14 wide and_double wides
There is no tight money at Morris. We have
local bank financing available.
Now is the time to buy, Morris is the place, the
money is available, the price the lowest ever
and the selection better than ever.
See
Jerry Morris or George Stovall
527-8322 •
R. Gary Marquardt, M.D., P.S.C.
Family Practice.
Proudly Announces the Relocation Of His Office To
MedicatArts Building 4
Suite 206
300 South 8th St. 4















cc. Call 435-4173. 
NG,‘. excirflent
es. Call 7531486








91I or write Morgan
lion Co., Route 2,
A. Paducah, KY
call day or night, 1
E COLUMN 
)UPPIES. Call 489-
r 5:30 pm. 
BLACK and white
lten, 5 months old,
roken. 753-3994,
TED 
E LADY wishes to
Jse. References. 436.
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•illot is recommended by thousands of satisfied
customefs.
•that is known throughout the-USA and Canada
•that has over 11,000 Professional Soles Associates
behind it.
•that is advertised on national TV and in major
magazines.
•that gives you the most extensive relocation sec
vices.
•that stands for nearly three decodes of outstanding
service.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR




. Ron Talent 753-9894




And see this attractive 4 B.R. home withiirwalking
distance of downtown. Large living-dining area has.,
cozy fireplace, spacious kitchen W/G.E. ap-
pliances, wall-to-wall carpeting, electric heat.
LOW, LOW 30's.





Sunlight filtering through ,majestic trees on an
acre lot brings this 3 bedroom brick to you.
Beamed ceiling in kitchen-den gives a spacious
feeling. Add 2 full baths and double carport. If I
were you, I'd see this today . . offered by
LORE TTA JOBS REALTORS - 75311492.
753-1492
1200 Sycamore







If you're looking for a larger home, we have
. se•erat lovely homes we'd like to show you.
GUY OciallidillEAillf —








JUST REDUCED T0942,400. 204 Broad Street -- Set your sights
Uri this beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 both home setting on a
professionally landscaped lot. Central heat and air and 3 car car-
port are only a few of the outstanding features of this quality





Mary Beth Sn!ith 753-3383
flazel Brandon 753-1513
ROOM TO ROAM
New listing in Canterbury Estates. Four
bedroom, 242 baths, den with lovely -fireplace
and built-in bookcases, and much, much more.
Phone us for all the details.
The Nelson Sin-oat Co., REALTORS wishes to
thank all the people who put their trust in us over
the past year. We feel the peoPle who let us sell
their homes and the people who bought homes
through us were rewarded with the most cour-
teous, knowledgable, and honest real estate 'ser-
vice available anywhere. We have never put a
commission ahead of our clients interest
whether buying or selling,- Our motto "Helping
people is our business" is more than a motto, it is
our way of doing business. If you are thinking of
buying or selling a home we invite you to come to,
the company where you come_ first and where we
work for you. We may not be Number 1 (yet), but
we can assure you no one tries harder. We wish
for all of you the most happy, healthy, peaceful,
and prosperous of New Years.
House and shop building on approximately 'file
and one-half acres only 500' from Ky. Lake at
Cypress Creek area. This is located on a black
top road. Property is desirable for a lake area
homesite or it can be used for development pur-
poses such as cottages or trailers.




We're sure this bright
New Year will be the
picture of perfection-far you
with sunnier clays,
j bluer skies and greener
pastures!
We wish you a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
If I can help you with real estate problems, please
call me. I have been selling real estate and making
appmisals for 25 years p us
FOR SALE
Approximately 39 acres, good road, near town,
water and gas line, excellent for early development. "






24 hour answer service
This is the kind of home you would be proud of.
Located at 1302 Kirkwood, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
den with fireplace. Double paved drive, large
patio. Has washer dryer hook-up, disposal, built
• in range and ref. Priced at $49,000.00.
URA It* at Sycamore
ToMploosso 753-1651
P.O. los 341
Nonni* Pea 763-7251 Edna knight 153-41111)
largo Armbrnster 753-51211 Patsy Fain 153-53-13
Nay Nokorts 436-56511 Anna hequarth 753-2177
I
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DTZths and Funerlin
Billy (Jack) Miles
Dies At Age Of 54
Word has been received of
the death of Billy Jack ) Miles
..qw died at Houston, Texas,
db Thursday. He was 54 years
.4„.of age. •
' Mr. Miles is survived by his
wife. Beverly, five children,
and one grandson, all of
Houston, Texas; his mother,
Mrs. Dorothy W. Miles,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Earl
(Carolyn) Thomas, Owen-
sboro; three- brothers, Bob
Miles, Murray; Gene Miles,
Puerto Rico, and Keith Miles,
El Faso, Texas.
The funeral will be held





Ineami-111191e Ibriset News Semce
Decesdkeellit
feeduelky fording. Area Hog Market
noon Ilayimiliteemen
Receipb: AIL HD 1st. SO Barrows
.7541.40 lam Ram steady to .50
1411111-3130 1bs. 147.75-41115























No. As Low As
Coats $421)$wift
Now As Low as EU
Shirts
$22.50 $ 1 0
Valises to





Moe $ I 25 0
Values To











Today At Age 01 51;
Funeral Is Saturday
Mrs. William Udell Bar-
bare Jean Kalberer of 901
Story, Murray, died this
morning ,at 6:10 at the
Murray-Callow.ay County
Hospital. She was 51 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Women of the
Moose. Born Sept. 6, 19V, at
Smithland, she was the
daughter of the late Elbert
English and Edna Talley
English.
Mrs. Kalberer is survived
by her husband, William Udell
Kalberer; four daughters,
Mrs. Tom iVieki) Miller,
Murray, Mrs. Jeanne Rogers,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. ' Max
t Denise) Lowery, Madison-
ville, and Mrs. Van Gayle)
, Johnson, Cleveland, Ohio; two




English, Benton, and E. W.
English, Jr., Ledbetter; eight
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H., Churchill
Funeral Home with John Dale
officiating. Butal will follow
'in.the Murray Cemetery.
Friends May, call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
today t Friday).
Wax Beale Ends Service
Of 23 Years With Bank
SIN Beale,. 'first vice
president of the Bank of
Murray, retired today after 23
years of service with the bank.
Max Beale
Beale was presented with,
retirement gifts at a breakfast
in his honor hosted by the bank
this morning at the Holiday
Inn.
During Beale's tenure, the
Operations Department,
which he was in charge of, has
undergone many changes with
automation.
, He and his wife, Hazel, live
at 210 South 12th St. They have
one daughter, Patricia Sellars
of Hopkinsville. Beale is a
member of the First Baptist
Church and the Murray Lions
Club.
Sinking Spring Minister
To Go To Dawson Springs
The ' Rev. La waon
,preaeh-
last sermon as pastor' of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
on Sunday, Dec. 31. He has




since Nov. 1, 1973.
Rev. Williamson has. ac-
cepted the pastorate of the
First Baptist Church, Dawson
Springs, and will preach his
Martin's Chapel To
Hear Pastor Speak
The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist church, located out
South 16th Street, Murray, will
hear the pastor, the Rev.
Daniel Tucker, speaker at the
9:30 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Dec. 31.
The church choir, directed
by Ralph Robertson and Ricky
Cunningham, will present
special music.
Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m, following the
worship services.
The public is 'invited to
attend all services, a Church
spokesman said.
first sermon there on Jan. 7. .
_ local paatort was.,
recently elected as president
Of the Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association . for 1979 and will
resign from thit.Position at the
meeting next week. He and his
wife, Gladys, emPloyed inthe
offices of the Murray
Woman's Clinic, South Eighth
Street, Murray, have two
daughters, Pam and Beth.
Worship services at the
Sinking Spring churC% on
Sunday will be at 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. Bun Wilkerson, deacon of
the week, will assist the Rev.
Williamson in the services.
At the morning hour the
Adult Choir, directed by
'Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as organist, will sing "The
Year When • -Jesus Comes."
Mr. Scott will alv-sing-a Solo,
-The Lower' -
The Youth Choi; will meet
at 5:30_ p.m. for practift and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice.. The deacons will meet at
6 p.m. at the time the Church
Training is being held. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
- The volunteer nursery
worker will be Mrs. ,Arie
Wilkinson.
The church -will have a
Watch Nigh service starting at
8 p.m. on Sunday with a
potluck supper being served.
A film will be shown at IO`p.m.




billion of new -life insurance
last year and total coverage
reached $2583 billion - both
record highs - says the
American Council of Life
Insurance.
Auditor's Papers Not Subject To
Open Records: Attorney General
He plans to spend some of FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al') -
his spare tune golfing, fishing, Work papers of the state
traveling, and watching all auditor's office are not subject




(AP) -,- The Bowling Green
City Commission has voted to
approve the annexation of
more than 2,500 acres north of
the city limits.
The vote came in a special
meeting Thursday, called with
two hours notice to the public
and press, following a ruling
in the city's-favor in Warren
Circuit Court.
About 50 residents of the
area had filed suit to block the
%proposed annexation. But




LEXINGTON, Ky. (API -
Medical examiners at Dover
Air Force Base, Del., have
identified the body Of Dorothy
Brady, a 65-Year-old
Lexington hative.,who died in a
mass .suicide at the People's
Temple commune in Guyana,
according to the U.S. State
Department..
The Lexington Leader,
quoting an unnamed State
Department spokesman, said
Thursday that, Ms. Brady
apparently died of poisoning.
The State' Department on
,..-Wedriesdaiy-night
Brady's son, Carey Bush of
Dayton, Ohio, who had • f..
warded photographs,
fingerprints and medical






,Church, located near Cold-
water, will have a watch night
service on Sunday, Ilec. 31,
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Guest speaker will be the
Rey. Dwight Jackson from the'.
Bethany Baptist Church.
Special music will be by the
Visions from Paducah.
The church pastor, the Rev.
_.St.cong,.. ancl.sthe_.
church song leader, Harold -
Elkins, invite the public to
attend. Refreshments will be
Walden, a special judge in the
case, ruled that the city had
complied with the
requirements of state law and
that denying annexation
would hamper normal ex-
pansion.
Mayor B.L. Steen said the
meeting was called hastily to
insure that the 'ordinance
became effective before the
end of the year.
Otherwise, he said, property
taxes could not be collected in
the annexed area for the
coming year.
Philip Huddleston, attorney
for the grout) challen,ging the
annexation, said be would
recommend an appeal - of
Walden's ruling.
either during the course of an
audit Or investigation or after
the final repot% according to
the state attorney general's
office.
Assistant Deputy Attorney
General Charles Runyan also
said in an opinion released
Thursday. that the state
auditor can withhold from
immediate public inspection
any completed investigations
he feels-may involve criminal
violations until all judicial
avenues have been completed.
Runyan told state Auditor
George Atkins that only the
completed report of an in-
vestigation or audit is a public
document or record.
He said the-work papers are
;covered by the exemption to





notes, etc. are simply part of
the tools which a public officer
or employee uses in carrying
out his statutory function,"
Runyan said.
"The public has a right to
inspect a. complete public
action, namely, the completedf
report" Runyan said, adding
that the opinion applies to both
a routine audit or an irk
vestigation which involves no
probability of tetuninal in-
volvement.
But work papers used while
an investigation is "inchoate"
- not in its final form - need
not be open to inspection
during or after the in-
vestigation, he said.
"The work papers are
merely the informal and trial
and error approach to the
problem in the inchoate neriod
leadirsig up to the formulation
of the completed report," he
said. -Thus, there are logical
and compelling reaaons for
their exclusion.
"Curing the work period
temporary conclusions
written down and involving
possible bad conduct of of-
ficers or employees might, at
the later formulation of the
completed report, prove to be
'erroneous or inacurrate,"
Runyan said.
Runyan said this also ap-
plies while the investigation or
audit is underway. "Before
the inchoate investigation
Minimum Wage Employees
Get Late Christmas Present
WASHINGTON (AP)
More than five million
Americans who work for the
federal minimum wage should
find a belated Christmas
present in their paychecks
next week - a 25-cents-an-
hour pay increase. , thtscheduled 1980 increase on
Begillaia4-- jar'
lecTerat- iv-age rises •
from $2.65. an. hour to $2.90.
For a 40-hour work-week, that
means a pay raise from $106 to
$116.
The increase was approved
in 1977 by Congress, which
amended the Fair Labor
Standards Act to raise the
wage floor in four annual steps
beginning in 1978. Under the
Crash a 
(Continued From Page One)
trees three miles from the "The minimal:11 wage law
-Portland International Air- protects workers at the low _
port runway. end of the wage. scale by
Forty-five people were enabling them :to share in',
taken to hospitals and five productivity gains and '
were reported in critical maintain at least a minimum
condition, the Multnomah standard of liVing," Labor
County sheriff's office said. Secretary Ray Marshall said
-The dead included three recently.'
- -children- -and-. Seven-adelts-,- bsiaineases--Avith
authorities said. A -United nual gross said of less than
official said two crew mem- $275,000 do not have to pay the
bers were among the victims: minimum wage. Otherwise,
served, second officer Forrest most American workers are,-,,
Mendenhall, 41, of Parker, covered.
Prices of stock of localAnterest at 
Colo., who had been With the Two other-changes in the
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan, so 
.,.. 
, Of .
' ' 0 airline since 1967, and senior minimum wage law, affecting
are as follows' 
flight attendant Joan Wheeler, ' .. restaurant •. and hotel em-
Englewood, Cold., with Ployees, also go into etfect
corp. of Mirray. , t United since 1964. ' with the New Yew'.
Indiotrial Average ' +am "It was a miracle," said One requires that workers
Richard Harrison, returning who atso receive tips be paid
to Portland from Tulia, Okla. 55 percent ,of the minimum
"I didn't know people lived 
Stock Market
Mr Products SI%
American Motors 4% me
AaWand Oil 50% +%
American Telephone  ....Wank
Bonanza. $11 516A
aryaier I% +la
Ford Motor 41%' -4,6
G.A.F. 11% +1,
General Care 10% -%
General  71% -4
General orteranslics  114% -%
General llre .., 34% -4
Goodrich 17% + 4 4
Hard...11% +4
Heublein • MN +%











kit Year/a Day Special
... Come have a good meal
and watch the ballgames





law, that minimum is wage, up from 50 percent in
scheduled to go to $3.10 an 1978. They must be paid 60
hour on Jan. 1, IWO and to percent of the minimito wage
$3.35 an hour on Jan. 1,1981. _ starting Jan. 1,1980.
However, the Carter ad-
asking Congress to. postpone I 'I Corrections & Amplificationsi  11
ministration is thinking about -
deed to tietInguilh the fire at the Rita Long
ripens into a completed
report, the work papers of the
investigation are not subject
to the Open Records Law," he
said.
"Thus the work papers
generated by you and your
staff never become public
records," Runyan said.
Hotvever, he said this did
not apply to complete public
documents obtained outside
the auditor's office which
were public records when
obtained.
In the case where a criminal
violation is suspected, Runyan
said the premature release of
an investigation "would invite
the constitutional problem of
unfair and unconstitutional
publicity as applied to a
defendant charged with
crime. '
-After the law enforcement
action .is :completed or a
decision is made to take no
action, then, at such time,
such final reports shall be
open under the Open Records
Law," Runyan said. _
Runyan said _ "late en-
forcement action" includes
the entire judicial treatment
of the matter. „.
"The point is that The fresh
air of openness does not flow
in until .such time as the
possibly antierpattki criminal.
issue is dealt with by proper
law enforcement agencies,"
he said. "Ever' .the.... open
records philosophy must not
be used at some precarious
point as described to defeat
adequate enforcement of the
criminal law."
flationary, a position long residence at 7204-2 Sycamore Street Thursday Was - in-
advanced by business groups correctly reported as carbon monoxide. Carbon dioxide was
that' opposed the increases the substance used.
when they were approved by The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors
Congress. in fact or clatity any misleading information appearing in new; ar-
Labor Department officials ticies„That is the purposs of this column. To report an errot or need
and organized labor are for clarification pleas i call 753-1918
certainlo fight any attempt to
delay the scheduled increases,
contending .that the nation's
lowest-paid workers should
not be sacrificed in the fight
against inflation while wages




said those 'aboard were
alerted by the pilot that the
plane had a problem with its
landing gear. He said flight
attendants began instructing
them on emergency landings,
and the pilot said he hoped to
touch down normally.
"Next thing I knew, 'boom
boom' ... I, didn't know if we
were dead or alive after the
crash," Heltzel said.
"They . really briefed us
well, otherwise I wouldn't
have known what to do," said
Amy Conner, 17, of Holden
Village, Wash., who sprained
an ankle: "They told us what
might happen. They braced us
for the worst."
The pilot, Malburn
McBroom, 52, of Loveland,
Colo., was hospitalized in good '
condition at Gresham Com-
munity Hospital, an airline
official said. McBroom
started flying for United in
1951, he said.
Dennis Feldman, s%
spokesman for the Federal
Aviation. Administration in
Washington, said the pilot
radioed the emergency to the
control tower and crashed at
6:17 PST.
The plane did not burn, but
was surrounded with spilled
fuel. The wings and front of
the plane - to the fourth or
fifth row of the passenger •
section - were sheared off. .
miracic we didn't have a fire.
It was justoincredible with all











We Will Close all day Saturday and Monday preparing for sale.
CORRECTION—CORRECTIMW
Pre Inventory Sale.
DWe are OVERSTOCXE and must reduce our before January 5,
1971.-We will close at 12:00 noon Saturday, January 6 for Inventory so come on
down for some of the biggest buys of the year. pRICES GOOD THROUGH
JANUARY 5, 19?9
Murray Lawn & Garden
Center
Free Parking Effective Jan. 1, 179 • 200 E. Main
Ring In The
New Year
With The Sonic -
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